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'Ello govnah
The Panther basketball team takes on the 1-2
Austin Peay Governors tonight in Clarksville,
Thnn.
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Bylaw slight Finger lickin' good

A & W opens doors to
residents, students

UBfight

By Jason MOljace
STAFF WR ITE R

+ Concert committee members clash
with executive committee
By Nate Bloomquist
NEWS EDITOR

The forced resignation of the University Board concert coordinator and some broken bylaws sparked a
flrey debate between UB coordinators and the concert
committee.
All eight members of the University Board concert
committee signed a letter presented to the coordinators at a meeting Thesday.
The letter spells out qualms the
committee had with the appointment of Donna Fernandez as coordinator.
"Having Donna Fernandez as
coordinator has only created a disheartened team of students," the
Jetter stated.
Members of the committee
alleged that Fernandez's appoint- Caleb Judy
ment violated a UB bylaw, which
states perspective members of
executive committee must be
voted on by executive committee
members.
UB Chair Caleb Judy said
Fernandez's appointment as cocoordinator last semester without
a vote was an oversight and will be
corrected. Cict Brinker, director of
student life, also took a share of the
blame and said the appointment Donna Fernandez
wasn't done "maliciously.•
"It is completely my fault, and I
am the one to blame for it," Judy
said. "This will motivate me to
make sure I know all the bylaws.
We will open up the position now
and Donna has obviously applied.
In my opinion, she is the most qualified for the position.·
But many committee members
said Wednesday they weren't satisfied and some members have
threatened to resign. The letter,
signed by all eight UB concert committee members,
called for Fernandez to resign and suggested lbm
Galla as a candidate for her replacement.
"It's nothing personal against any of them (the executive committee)," said concert committee member
Tim Brannan. "We don't want to leave. We put our
heart into this and we got it done.•
Concert committee member Jen Czupryn said she
won't resign.
"We really Jove what we do and we don't want to
leave because that would give (the excutlve board) the
pleasure of having us gone," said Czupryn, a
+Page 7A

at last
+ Long-awaited KFC/

causes

SEE FIGHT

THURSDAV

COLI N MCAULI FFE /PHO TO EDITOR

CIYis Thompson, an Eastern alumnus, enjoys dinner with Janet Essary, a senior vocal performance major, Wednesday evening at the newly opened Kentucky Fried Chicken and
A&W restaurant.

KFC/A&W, which opened 10:30
a.m. Wednesday at the entrance of
the Super Wal-Mart in Charleston,
gives Eastern students a new lunch
and dinner option.
Chief Operating Officer Bob
Clawson said Charleston has not
had a KFC in years, but many people have been requesting a new
one.
Many of the requests have come
from customers from Mattoon who
did not want to travel a long distance to eat at KFC.
Clawson said his goal is to help
service the Charleston community
and that KFC/A&W aims to please.
"Combining the tradition of the
Colonel with the All-American food
has really been a great combo,"
Clawson said. "It appeals to the
young and old alike."
Clawson said the two-in-one
restaurant concept offers convenIence.
"You don't have to go to two different restaurants to get the wide
variety of food that we have, • he
said.
The KFC/A&W in Charleston
does not serve breakfast, but
offers the full lunch and dinner
menus of KFC and A&W. Clawson
said the merger between the two
restaurants has been successful
because of the wide variety of
foods offered.
He said KFC traditionally has a
"heavy dinner concept," while
A&W has a "heavy lunch" concept.
Customers can mix-and-match
foods from both KFC and A&W.
Clawson suggested the possibility
of a chicken meal with a root beer
float.
The new restaurant employs 58
people, with an equal number
working either full or part-time.
Some daytime Wal-mart employees also work at KFC at night.
The design ofKFC/A&W is standard for the chain. There is a 1950s
concept, complete with a bar, j ukebox and high tables.
The grand opening ofKFC/A&W
will be in the spring.
"It is too cold to have radio
remotes outside in the winter, •
Clawson said.
Clawson owns and operates 46
restaurants, 43 are KFC, while
three are KFCIA&W combinations.
SEE KFC
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Local restaurant owners cook up an accolade
By Carly Mullady
CITY EDITOR

The Charleston Area Chamber
of Commerce knows precisely
what's cookin' with this year's
choice for the Outstanding Citizens
of the Year.
Eastern alumni Bob and Therese
Kincade were selected for the 2003
award that represents service
within Charleston beyond the normal expected workload.
In addition to raising a family,
which include two daughters,
Annie, 17, and Laura, 14, Bob and
Therese met the criteria for this
year's award.
Cindy Titus, executive director
of the Charleston Area Chamber of

Commerce, said criterion for the
award include service to the community beyond the line of duty,
membership in civic and charitable organizations, length of service
over a number of years, demonstrating a willingness to serve,
good character and contribution to
the business community.
Bob and Therese will receive
their award during the Chamber of
Commerce's Annual Dinner Jan. 25
at the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union Grand Ballroom.
"It was a total surprise," Bob
said. "We didn't even know we
were nominated until we were
selected."
The Kincades are co-owners of
Charleston's What's Cookin' restau-

rant. Through their restaurant,
they have sponsored Habitat for
Humanity and Christmas in the
"Heart of Charleston" fundraisers.
What's Cookin' also provides hot
meals at cost twice a week to the
First Presbyterian Church's Soup
Stop.
Bob and Therese were married
just months after they j oined in
their 1980 business venture of
opening What's Cookin' on the corner of Third Street and Lincoln
Avenue. In 1985, What's Cookin'
moved to Seventh Street just north
of the Charleston Square and in
2001 the Kincades established
another
business,
Kincade
Appraisals.
The Kincade family has taken in

a Rotary exchange student and has
been supportive of the American
Service and
Rotary
Field
International Exchange programs.
Bob, formerly of Brocton, graduated from Eastern with a bachelor's degree in marketing. Since its
beginning, Bob has been a member
of the 'Thx Increment Financing
Board (TIF), where he served as a
chairperson. He has been actively
involved in the City of Charleston
Tourism Advisory Board as well.
Bob also has dedicated four years
of time and effort to the girls softball program.
Bob once was a member of the
Charleston Area Chamber of
Commerce Board of Directors. He
and Therese both have been con-

sistently supportive of the
Chamber of Commerce.
Therese, formerly of Chicago,
received her speech communication
degree from Eastern. She is a fouryear president of the Thrble Arts
Center Advisory Board. She also
serves as a Citizens National Bank
Advisory Committee member.
Therese has been a director for an
assortment of Jefferson School's
choral and Christmas programs.
She also does a summer theater
workshop at Eastern.
Therese is vice president of the
Charleston Community Theatre and
a member of the Drama Study
Group.
SEE COOK
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With all of these options for fun

••••

Who could
choose
just one?

More than 725 Recognized Student Organizations available for students
By Karen Kirr
STAFF ED ITOR

With enrolllng in college comes decisionmaking, and not just academic decisions, but
also deciding which activities or organizations students belleve are worth devoting
their time and abilities to during the course
of a year.
Finding the right Recognized Student
Organization can be an often tedious and

time-consuming process, especially since
students have a wide range of more than 125
choices.
However, Eastern's slew of RSOs present
students with an opportunity to enhance
themselves intellectually as well as being a
benefit to others on campus and throughout
the community.
Some of Eastern's RSOs are hindered to
the point where they are thin on members,
but despite this, they usually find a way to

survive, said Eric Davidson, an adviser for
Baachus, an RSO promoting sexual health
and alcohol awareness and education and a
past adviser for Alpha Phi Omega, a serviceoriented RSO.
Service, social and health groups are
examples of the numerous RSOs that exist
on campus to suit students' various tastes
and preferences.
Davidson, assistant director for Health
Services, said Alpha Phi Omega is a service

RSO that is committed to extensive service
work. He said the four prime areas it provides service to are campus, community,
nation and scouting.
APO, which was founded in the 1920s,
originally was a fraternity for former boy
scouts, he said. Since the time the group
formed it has followed principles that are
derived from Boy Scout Jaw.
SEE RSO +Page 78
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COMING UP

Two minor revisions
on tap for CAA
By Jamie Hussey
STAFF WR I TER

The Council on Academic
Affairs will act upon the proposed revision of two m inors
Thursday.
The two m inors under revis ion are the business administration minor and the family
and consumer sciences m inor.
According to a proposal to
be submitted to the CAA, the
revised business administration minor will enable students who have prerequisites
in BUS 2102, ECN 2802G and
j unior standing to be able to
substitute FI N 2710 for BUS
3710.
The CAA also w ill address
items to be added to the agenda next week. The items to be
d iscussed a re adding and
rev ising classes, predominantly j ournalism classes.
Journalism
D e partment
Chai r Les Hyder said the reason for the proposed changes

in the journalism curriculum
is because the department had
no significant revis ions in
about 10 years.
"The proposals are to help
make the j ournalism program
more current and up to date,"
Hyder sai d.
The proposals a lso will
make most journalism classes
three credit hours, instead of
two. The student feedback to
the journalism department
favored the credit hour
change.
Hyder a lso said Eastern's
accreditation agency, North
Central
Association,
has
changed its standards in the
last year . The proposed curr iculum change will put the
j ournalism department in
compliance with the new standards.
The CAA meets 2 p .m .
Thursday in the ArcolaThscola Room of the Martin
Luther K ing Jr. Univer sity
Union.

RHA will elect new vice
president for diversity
and programming
+ Museum ofOpression participation stressed
By Jamie Hussey
STAFF WRITER

Residence Hall Association
will hold an election Thursday for
its newest posltion, the vice president for diversity and programming.
Denise Peters, the national communications coordinator/Illinois
communication coordinator, said
only one candidate is running for the
position thus far, but more nominations Will be taken at the meeting.
The RHA has appointed Matt
O'Malley the new vice president.
O'Malley
replaces
Stina
Heldman, who is now the RHA
president.

Heldman is encouraging residents to v iew the Museum of
Oppression, which will be open
from Jan. 29-31.
Nachel Gly nn, RHA's v ice
president of fund r aising, also is
trying to encourage res idents to
get involved w ith fund raising
activities for their halls. The residents should look out for times in
their halls to help r aise funds.
The RHA will encourage students to get involved with campus tours Feb.10. Students are
being asked to volunteer to give
tours, show rooms and halls.
The RHA will meet at 5 p.m. in
Weller Hall.

A few drops short
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Rodney Broadfield, a mobile unit assistant, packs away donated bl ood Wednesday evening at the blood drive
held in the University Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
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two donors short ofgoal
By Michael Dixon
STAFF WRITER

Wednesday's blood drive fell
short of the desired number of participants, with 148 out of the hoped
150 eligible blood donors.
"Some people aren't eligible
because of low iron levels in their
blood," Thressa Williams, a senior
family and consumer sciences
major, said.
The drive, held from 1 to 7 p.m. in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union, was a volunteeroriented event sponsored by the
American Red Cross, the EIU Blood
Drive Committee and Delta Thu
Delta fraternity.
Williams is a member of the blood
drive committee and has volunteered for all of the blood drives the
committee has co-sponsored since
she j oined a year and a half ago.
"I originally joined because I had
a friend on the committee,"
Williams said "It felt good to help,
and I made some friends. "

Many who donated did so because
of the need for donors.
"I try and give blood every time
I'm eligible," Andre Boldt, a j unior
elementary education major, said.
"(Giving blood) is an important
need. I have 0 positive, which
means that I can help a lot of people

out"
Larry Ward III, president of Delta
Thu Delta and v ice president of the
blood drive committee, donated his
time to both helping with the blood
drive
and
giving
blood.
"Volunteering for this blood drive
will give us (Delta Thu Delta) a positive relationship with the community," Ward said.
1\lvelve other members of Delta
Thu Delta volunteered their time as
well.
"Delta Thu Delta requires that its
members do eight hours of community service per semester," Ward
said.
The main focus of the drive was
to add to the low level of available
blood. The American Red Cross has
half a day's supply of 0 negative
blood, which is the universal blood
type and can be transfused to any-

one.
There is also a shortage of 0 positive, which can be transfused by 80
percent of the population, and B
negative.
"This shortage is determined by
the American Red Cross headquarters," said Rodney Broadfleld, part
of the Red Cross' mobile unit assistance. "We got 115 pints of blood ...
which means there were about 20
bags that weren't filled all of the
way."
The partially filled bags explain
why the number of donors and number of pints aren't the same,
Broadfleld said.
There were sandwiches, chips,
pretzels, cookies and kool-aid on
hand for the donors, catered by
Panther Catering.
"Usually, Papa John's donates
pizza to the blood drives on campus,
but since we are in the Union, we
have to use the University's catering
service," Williams said. "It is important that blood donors take in a lot of
fluids and sugars."
The next blood drive will be held
Feb. 13 at the Newman Catholic
Center, located on Ninth Street.
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Role Players assassinate with bananas, make war
• Members make up
games, play !xJard
games, hope to involve
campus
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACTIV ITIES ED ITOR

The Role
Role
P layers
Players'
Guild is a
social club
Guild
with a pri+ Play Risk
mary focus
2210,
on different
Diplomacy,
and
ideas
Settlers of
concepts for
Catan, Orcs at
role playing
the Gate, etc.
games stu+ Began last
dents can try
semester
out.
+ Meets 6-10
"The Role
p.m. Tuesdays
P l ayers'
in the Scharer
Guild is to
Room of the
i n t ro d uce
Martin Luther
people of the
King Jr.
same hobby,
Univerisity
so they can
Union
start up their
own gaming
group outside of our meetings," said Daniel
Bledsaw, president of the Role
Players' Guild.
"What we do is we try to show
people how to play games. The
premise is anybody can come in,
sit down and learn a new game,"
Bledsaw said.
1\vo active exhibitions take
place every meeting, one role
playing game and one board game.
The role playing game is most likely something people have heard of,
but the board game may not be.
Some of the board games include
Risk 2210, Diplomacy, Settlers of
Catan, Orcs at the Gate, Kill Dr.
Lucky and Chez Geek, Bledsaw
said.
"In the Role Players' Guild we
try to show as much as we can in a
semester, for the limited number
of weeks we have, incredibly simple game systems such as basic
Dungeons And Dragons on up to
incredibly complicated systems
such as Mekton Space Zeta,"
Bledsaw said.
"We try to pull off a single campus-wide game anyone can be a
part of regardless, if they are part
of the Role Players' Guild or not.
It is usually something simple like
a 'Banana Assassins ' game. In the

STEPHEN HAAS / ASSOC IATE PHOTO ED ITOR

Members of the Role Players' Guild play a board game at one of their meetings. The group aims to unite fans of role-playing games, come up with new
games and interest more students in role play.
game, you try to hunt people with
your Chiquita 45," Bledsaw said.
The goal of the game is to sneak
behind people with a banana, say
bang, find out their identity and
turn their identity in to administrators in the game to remove it
from a list.
The Role Players' Guild has
been around since the fall semester. However, it has burst out of
the former
gaming club,
"Ministries of War," Bledsaw said.
"What
happened
with
'Ministries of War' were improvements needed to be made of the
whole structure and after a pretty
difficult debate, it came to facing
the facts that 'Ministries of War'
sounded a little scary, and then you
say you play Dungeons and

Dragons, and they think you are
scary," Bledsaw said.
The Role Players' Guild is
advised by Chad Elliot.
"He plays the little voice in the
back of our head," Bledsaw said.
"He's played a maj or role in the
development of the Role Players'
Guild. When we are considering
doing something, he let's us know
if we can or not. The hardest thing
is to let people know we are out
there, and he gives us ideas on how
we could get people's attention. He
also brings free things in from
time to time and will sit in on the
table and say, whoever wins this
game gets this.•
The Role Players' Guild consists
of about 16 regular members, but
the group has had up to 28 people

Spri ng Recruit ment

Wednesd ays @ 8 pm
Martinsville Room, 3 rd floor Union
h ttp:j Jwww.eiu.edu/ ~eiupride

Thursday Nite

"In the course of everything I've
been through, my number one suggestion would be to try it out,•
Bledsaw said. "It's easy to say the
Role Players' Guild is not something I would like to do, but it very
well might be. We have had people
who have never played games outside of Monopoly or Clue attend
and have a blast. It's something I
would highly recommend. It
makes Thesday nights therapeutic."
The Role Players' Guild meets
once every week from 6 p.m. to 10
p.m. on Thesdays in the Schraer
room of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union on the third floor
across from the food court.

Alpha Sigma Tau

got pride?

f{)P~iN£1WC

depending on people's class schedules, Bledsaw said.
It is preferred that students
arrive on time, but a lot of people
can't meet at the very beginning or
stay until the end because of class
and that is not a problem, Bledsaw
said. Fifty percent of the students
who attend show up after the start
of the meeting or not until close to
the end.
The membership fee is $6 for a
semester or $10 for a year. The
membership fee is used in a for
printing newsletters, for advertisements and for a pizza party at
the end of the year, Bledsaw said.
It is encouraged for students to
become a member after attending
three meetings, but no one is
forced to join.
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1009 Greek Court
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contact Nicole ( 581 - 6756) or
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Eastern begins preparing
for 2005 accreditation
By John Chambers
ADM I NISTRATION EDITOR

Eastern has begun preparation for an
accreditation visit from the North Central
Association two years in advance, Provost
Blair Lord told the Faculty Senate Thesday.
NCA, one of six regional accreditation
associations, will visit the university in
spring 2005, a necessary event for the university to operate, Lord said.
"Securing and maintaining this regional
accreditation is virtually a prerequisite to
our doing business as a university, • Lord
said in a memo to the Faculty Senate. "It is,
for example, required if we are to receive
any federal funds including research grants
and federal financial aid dollars on behalf of
our students.•
The accreditation also is necessary for
degrees to be issued, Lord said.
In the two-year preparation, a steering
committee is appointed, and subcommittees
are formed to focus on five major areas of
NCA criteria considered during a university
visit. A year-long process begins using such
methods as focus groups and surveys to
gather information, and deliberate on material in what becomes a self-study to respond
to the criteria.
Lord visited the senate to invite those
Sarah Cameron, junior special education maj or, changes a tray of food on the buffet line
Wednesday evening in Thomas Dining Center .

Program gives international
students an away home

Students weigh in on
Eastern's housing food

By Brett Abbott
STAFF WR I TER

By John Hohenadel
STAFF WR I TER

When entering college,
students face a change in
lifestyle, along with a
change in their diets.
Carman Hall served
grilled cheese sandwiches
Wednesday, and students
might have found themselves piling three sandwiches on their plates.
Unfortunately,
with
every sandwich comes
calories and concerns
about a healthier alternative.
If students were back at
home, they might be able to
have their moms make
them a meal; however,
Eastern is a different story.
"You can't compare food
here at Eastern to food you
get back at home," said
Ashley Coleman, a freshman chemistry major.
Freshman undeclared
major Nicholas Allen said
there are not many healthy
alternatives to the dorm
food.
"I don't really think the
dorm food is healthy, but I
am content with it and I eat
it twice a day every day,"
he said.

If Allen is not eating at
the dorms, he is ordering
from one of the many fast
food places in town.
Freshman management
major Kristina Lauf agrees
with the lack of healthy
food on campus.
"The food is not all that
great for you, but there are
healthy alternatives," she
said.
Both Allen and Lauf
exercise at least three
times a week to counter the
unhealthy food in an
attempt to avoid the
"Freshman 15."
Were Allen and Lauf correct to assume dorm food
is unhealthy?
Dana Schuttler, a freshman undeclared maj or,
said "When I first got here
the food made me sick
twice a week, but now I am
used to it and I don't get
sick anymore."
Norma Harrell, a cook at
Carman Dining Center,
said Carman has a salad
bar every day and also
pointed out she cooks a
variety of foods in a number of different ways.
"I bake, fry and even
steam the food,• she said.
"Upon request, special

interested to participate in the process.
"This is sort of the organiZational period,•
Lord said. "(Accreditation) is one of the gods
we really do have to dance to."
Physical education professor Jill Owen
and graduate school dean Bob Augustine
have been named co-chairs.
"Both have prior experience with specialized accreditation, skill in facilitating group
deliberations and are well respected members of our community," Lord said.
Lord said leadership and membership for
five teams is now needed.
The teams will each focus separately on
five accreditation criteria, including mission
and integrity, preparation for the future ,
teaching effectiveness and curricular offerings. The other two criteria wtlllook toward
Eastern as a university who identifies
shared interests, engages others and offers
an environment supporting research and
other forms of discovery.
Preparing for the NCA is a chance to gather campus involvement, Lord said.
"The value of the self-study process, is the
systematic engagement of folks across the
entire institution in this reflection, • he said.
Augustine said an April meeting will be
held in Chicago for the training and orientation of those involved in preparation for the
2005 Visit.

menus are available for
vegetarians and diabetics.•
"We think the dining
halls are pretty healthy,•
said Karen Hardwick, a
cook at Andrews Dining
Center. "We make sure that
we don't use too much fat
or butter. We try our best to
keep our students healthy.•
Some students say the
choice to eat healthy on
campus is a choice they
can make.
"Some of the food here is
healthy but you might have
to walk a little farther (to
Stevenson) ," said Eric
McAdamis, a j unior political science maj or, while
eating in the Thomas Hall
Dining Center. "You can
make the choice to eat
healthy or unhealthy, it's all
your choice."
Janice
Beals,
a
Stevenson cook, said her
dining hall is the healthiest
alternative.
"We're probably the
healthiest dining center on
campus," she said. "We
have fat-free deli meats,
and low-fat baked chicken
breast sandwiches, but
many people have different views about the word
healthy."

Students studying abroad can expect a
semester of unique experiences and diversity amongst cultures.
The Division of International Programs,
located in Blair Hall, can make the adjustment easier for students contemplating
studying abroad and for international students studying here.
Currently there are about 150 international students at Eastern.
The Division of International Programs
sponsors a variety of programs open to all
students at least once a month.
"We want to promote a high level of diversity on campus,• said Allison Witt, coordinator of education abroad and intensive
English language center.
Those interested in the many countries
and cultures around the globe may want to
attend Eastern's International Forum, held
once a month.
The forum centers around different programs and countries of interest.
The next International Forum is 2 p.m.
Jan. 30 in the Charleston-Mattoon Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
"The topic will highlight Eastern's study
abroad programs for the approaching summer," said International Student Adviser
Sue Songer.
Forums in the past have focused on a variety of countries such as Jamaica and
Bangladesh.
The meetings are a place to try new foods
from different countries. Many times, contests are conducted and prizes awarded.

"It's a great place to meet the new crowd
of international students who've decided to
study at Eastern," says Auria Brahmi, a
graduate student economy major from
France.
Other International programs on campus
accommodate students studying away from
home.
One such program, Conversation
Partners, pair up foreign students with
native-speaking students to discuss issues
about culture or other areas of interest.
Partners are required to spend at least
one hour a week speaking with each other.
"Many times participation is high and
more time is spent speaking with each other
and we are always looking for new people,"
Songer said.
Another program provided for foreign
students is Family Friends. The program
allows international students to have dinner
with a volunteer family once a month.
"Statistics show most international students visiting the United States never step
into an American home,• Songer said.
The programs are created to provide foreign students with an honest experience of
American culture.
Students can also join the Association of
International Students. The organization is
run by students and promotes diversity on
campus.
The Association of International Students
is open to all students and participates in
cookouts, parties and foreign film presentations.
The organization also holds an international dance every semester where a mix of
native and foreign students can come
together and celebrate.
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Society provides community for other religions
+ SOMA made ofmore
thanjust pagans,
provides outlet to a/I.
By Jeremy Pelzer
CITY REPORTER

1b many, the term "pagan" suggests witches, black magic or the
occult.
But at the weekly meeting of the
Society
for
Metaphysical
Advancement, Eastern's pagan
Recognized Student OrganiZation,
the topic is not black cats or witchery, but the philosophy of
Buddhism.
"I like the fact that (Buddha)
taught compassion as one of the
highest ways to be," said Palmer
Buss, a clinical laboratory science
major, and a Buddhist.
SOMA started in at Eastern
1995 as a group for anyone who
has a differing belief in spirituality, said Jen Price, a junior studio
art major and SOMA vice
president.
"If they lack some sort of spiritual outlet, we tend to cater
towards that sort of person," Price
said.
The group was created by
students looking for a community.
"There were a lot of pagan students on campus that wanted to
start a community for other
pagans," said SOMA President
Ashley Keifer, a senior art
major.
lbday, Keifer said, the 12-member group is doing great.
"I think we're headed in a really
good direction," she said.
While many might see paganism
as a single religion, Kiefer said the
term "pagan" is actually a catch-all
phrase for religions that aren't
from a book, such as Hindu and
Wicca.
"It's hard to give a cut-and-dry
definition, • Kiefer said. "For

Happy Birthday
Bad A$$

If you go
+ Who: Society for
Metaphysical Advancement
+ What: A group for anyone
with differing spiritual beliefs
+ When: 7 p.m. Tuesdays
+ Where: Oakland Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union

''There were a lot of
pagan students on
campus that wanted to
start a community for
other pagans. "
- Ashley Keifer

each person, (paganism) is
different. "
Price said many pagans, though,
practice an earth-based spirituality
that focuses on spirituality in general.
Although many might see
pagans as witches, Kiefer said she
and her group have not faced any
problems on campus.
"(Eastern) is much more understanding than any other place I've
lived in," she said. "(People) seem
to kind of see it as another way of
life.·
However, not all SOMA members are pagan, Keifer said. The
group includes Islamic and
Buddhist members, and is open to
followers of all religions, she
said.
"A lot of (people) are looking for
a group dy namic, • Kiefer said. "We
welcome people of all religions. •

JE REM Y PELZE R/ STAFF PHO TOGRAP HER

Palmer Buss, a junior clinical laboratory science major, talks to other members of the Society of Metaphysical
Advancement about Buddhist philosophy Tuesday in the Oakland Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. SOMA includes followers of paganis m, Buddhis m and Islam.
Members learn about a range of
cultures.
"I think it's really interesting,"
Buss said. "I enjoy learning about
different cultures and beliefs,
j ust different aspects of meditation, hypnosis, tarot (card readings) .•
Many SOMA members create
ritual poetry, in which one writes

200 3 Ho me coming
Coordinato r
App licat ions are due Ja n . 24th
- - - Sign up for interviews; Jan. 27 & 29, 6-9 p .m.

Committee Appli c atio ns
Available
Applications are d ue Jan. 31st
1/fol!;lft"" Y Sign up for interviews; Feb. 3 & 5, 6-9 p.m. - - <ile-4~

For more information, Call
The Student Life Office @ 581-3829
Retu'n application and sign up for interviews in
The Student Activity Center, Rm 201 , University Union

Come Meet the Men of

Don't Get Stuck in
the Dog House!

Sigra Pi

Tonight, 6-9 P.M.
Call 348-5413 for Rides

Advertise Your Business

581-2816

poetry to express his or her own
personal spirit, Kiefer said.
Other members come together
to express themselves musically,
Kiefer said, much as a choir would
gather to sing.
In addition to spiritual activities,
SOMA also works on education and
environmental projects, such as a
planned local trash cleanup on

Earth Day, April 20, with other
RSOs, she said.
"SOMA provides me with the
community and support that I was
looking for," Price said.
The group also promotes open
minds.
"It helps to keep me a much
more open-minded individual,•
Kiefer said.
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EDITORIAL

Approve
ap eals
•
po tcy
The Council on Academic Affairs' proposal, if
adopted by the President's Council, would alter the
grade appeals process and possibly encourage
more students to challenge professors when they
belleve they have earned an unfair grade.
Congratulations to CAA for approving the proposal, but it still needs a push for the final approval.
The proposal to add a student to serve on the
Department on Grade Appeals Committee would
take some of the intimidation away from the
process of appealing grades.
At issue
Instead of students pleading
CAA's
their cases solely to faculty
approving of a
members, students now might
new grade
appeals policy
have one of their peers
involved in the process.
Our stance
Before, appealing a grade
Adding a
could be rather daunting, espe- student to
cially since students were vigserve on the
grade appeals
orously fighting for a higher
Ccmmittee
grade in a particular subject
likely will make
and might have belleved faculstudents less
ty members were looking down intimidated .
on them during the process.
Ronnie Deedrtck, student vice president for academic affairs, came up with the idea and has made
a concerted effort to push the proposal forward.
"Something was missing to the process,"
Deedrtck has said. "I saw this as part of my job and
as a matter of fairness. •
If the grade appeal process is altered it will be
quite improved with student voting member participating in the process. Although even if the process
is approved and a peer is added to the committee,
students must understand faculty committee members are not biased. Having a student assist in the
process, some students might belleve, would
encourage students. They would have a better shot
at defending their case when it comes to what
grade they think they deserve. The proposed pollcy has garnered tremendously positive feedback
from students and Student Government members
after the CAA approved it last Thursday. Since
grades are a touchy topic With students, involving a
student on the grades appeal committee will probably give them a sense of reassurance that did not
eXist when only faculty members voted on grade
appeals. Students also may be more compelled to
fight for the grade they belleve they deserve if a
peer serves on the committee. Perhaps students
previously would have given up and kept a grade
even though they belleved it was undeserved.
No one should worry about the competency of a
student member on the appeals committee. Nancy
Marlow, CAA chair, said that in the only grade
appeal procedure she has been involved in, the
member was probably the most prepared member
of that particular body.
The editorial ts the majority opinion of the
Dally Eastern News editorial board.

OPINION

Alcohol ads are despicable
Erin Clinton-Cirocco
Copy editor
and

guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News

Clinton-Cirocco
also is a
senior journalism
major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 a
cuec3@pen.eiu.edu

They show women lounging in
bikinis on snow-covered mountains, shaking their groove thang
on the dance floor and flaunting
scantily clad bodies. One has
even turned a woman into its
product. What are they? Alcohol
advertisements.
Miller Lite's "Catflght" ad, seen
during NFL playoff games, shows
two cleavage-bearing "babes"
arguing whether Miller Lite tastes
great or is less fllllng. As the
women tear their clothes off and
wrestle in mud, whether the beer
tastes great or is less filling is
irrelevant. 1\vo hot, nearly naked
women are going at it on the
screen.
This is how alcohol ads use sexuallty as a selllng point. Drink this
beer, and look at the beautiful
women you'll get, they say. Or
buy a bottle of our rum and be the
envy of your friends, they say.
But these ads don't show the
hazards of alcohol consumption.
These ads don't show how after
12 beers a man leads a woman
upstairs for a good time and takes
advantage of her because she is
too far-gone to fight him off.
These ads don't say women are
more susceptible to alcohol's
influence because they have Jess
body water and half the enzyme
that digests alcohol than men.
These ads don't show how a 21year-old woman died after celebrating her birthday with 21
shots.
What the ads don't show is

"In spite of the vast
amounts people spend
on alcohol, they do not
spend much time
thinking about the
messages their money
supports. "
almost more disturbing than the
images they show. Women need
to see these images for what they
are - an exploitation of their bodies for profit.
And the companies are profiting. College students spend $4 bilUon a year on alcohol. With each
case of beer or bottle of Uquor
students buy, they subscribe to
the messages alcohol advertisers
sell.
These images, designed to
show drinking increases sexuallty and attractiveness, have immediate and lasting consequences.
In spite of the vast amounts
people spend on alcohol, they do
not spend much time thinking
about the messages their money
supports. But people must think
about it, especially women.
These ads become dangerous
to women when they are unwilling to fulfill the promises of
seduction and sexual appeal in
the ads. Some men expect

women who drink to be more
sexual and even "loose." But
when a woman does not meet
that image, that's when she may
run into trouble.
Say a man invites a woman
back to his apartment after
meeting her in a bar. While it's
his intention to sleep with her,
she only agreed to go back to his
house to watch a movie. When
he makes advances toward her,
she brushes him off. He takes
the dismissal as playing hard to
get. He continues, and she resists
forcefully. But by this time, he is
too excited about his conquest
that he ignores her pleas to stop.
What happened to this young
woman happens to thousands of
women across the country. Every
two minutes someone is sexually
assaulted in America, and about
3 percent of college women experienced rape or an attempted
rape, according to the Justice
Department's National Institute
of Justice.
Ninety percent of campus
rapes occur when either the
assailant or victim consumed
alcohol
(http://www.factsontap.org).
Behind these statistics are
women, maybe even ones you
know - friends, sisters, girlfriends, cousins and mothers.
It's time for everyone to stand
up, speak out and end the silence
to avoid becoming another statistic.
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YOUR TURN: LETTER S TO THE EDITOR

Saving self for marriage is beneficial
People who think abstinence education is fallible
and outdated in our society,
ignore the fallibility of all
other alternatives. For
those who regard God's
word, their bodies and the
act of sex as so pure and
undeniable, all other alternatives fall short of their
high expectations.
As for my girlfriend and
me, there is no chance of
getting a sexually transmitted disease or AIDS. There
is no chance for an unwanted and/or unplanned pregnancy, talk of abortion, the
need for a paternity test or
the fear that a child will be

brought into this world out
of Just and not unconditional love and with God's
blessing.
There also is no chance
of being charged with rape
even though I said I
thought the sex was mutual.
For 13 years, my adolescent mind told my that
God's paramount role in my
life was to keep me from
having any fun. When I
became a man, I realized
nothing could be further
from the truth.
God gave his children the
pleasures of sex to be
enjoyed solely within a
marriage. Doing otherwise

will lead to unnecessary
and avoidable pain God
never intended for his
beloved children to endure.
Broken lives, hearts and
bodies are the result of the
aforementioned situations.
As for my girlfriend and
me, we will do it God's way
and this time, gladly
choose the path of least
resistance.
For those who Jove God,

their bodies, their future
spouses and children, the
benefits of waiting until
they have unconditional
Jove, stability and God's
blessing which comes only
within a marriage, they
will know that benefits are
long lasting and self evident.
Doug McGaghle
Graduate history major

LEITERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local. state. national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors' name. telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty. administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters. so keep it conci se.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 181 1 Buzzard Hall. Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to majones@eiu.edu
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Start a
newRSO
to fill up

Charleston meets
world beyond through
Model United Nations

free time

By Erarn Cowlas
STAFF WRITER

By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT ED ITOR

Although more than 125
Recognized
Student
Organizations exist on campus,
some students have difficulty
finding the RSO for them.
For students with Interests
that extend outside the realm of
what's available, a solution may
be for them to start their own
organization.
The process Is simple and
includes filling out an application with the Student Life
Office and getting the RSO
approved by the Student
Government,
said
Thalia
Wetzel, Student Life secretary.
Requirements for the application are a list of at least 10
members, a list of officers, an
adviser employed by Eastern, a
constitution and bylaws.
Once the application Is complete, It goes to the Student
Government.
"Student Government will
take a look at the application
and ask any questions before
they approve It," Wetzel said.
"The application then comes
back to us and Is looked at by
the director of student life
before being approved."
The number of RSOs fluctuate every year because of
organizations' failure to re-regIster, Wetzel said .
"We ask that all RSOs re-regIster every year at the end of
August," Wetzel said. "A failure to register results In the
loss of RSO status," Wetzel
said.
RSO numbers constantly

COLIN MCAU LI FFE / PHOTO ED ITOR

The Blue Crew rallies the crowd at a Panther basketball game. The
group became an RSO this fall and dresses in spirit gear for games.
change, she said.
"We see a lot of RSOs come
and go for various reasons
ranging from members graduating to a lack of membership.
Not every organization can
retain 10 members. The
Student Life Office extends a
provisionary semester to get
the membership back up to 10.
"The Student Life Office and
the
Student
Government
Office have looked at RSOs of
the past and found that an
organization with 10 members
has a better chance of survival.
Organizations with fewer numbers can still operate, but not
as well," Wetzel said.
Another Important factor to

Aspecial
section devoted to
informing students
about the companies
participating in
Career Day.

an organization's survival Is
the adviser role.
"When there Is a professional who takes an Interest In an
organization, and gets Involved
and Is Informed about what the
organization Is doing, they're
going to have more success
than an organization with an
adviser who just signs off on
paperwork," Wetzel said.
The role of the adviser currently Is being revised along
with the RSO handbook, Wetzel
said.
For more Information on
RSOs, students can call the
Student Life Office at 581-3829
or e-mail the office at
slo@elu.edu.

Some students may complain
about the confines of Charleston,
but a group of students are
attempting to experience the
world beyond.
Each year Model UN, a class and
Student
a
Recognized
Organization, studies world Issues
and participates In a conference
that simulates the activity of
United Nations.
While meetings resemble a
classroom atmosphere, adviser
Lilian Barria said the end goal is
not a grade but rather practical
experience where students use
what they learn In everyday life.
At this year's conference Feb.
12-15, Eastern will represent
France In a forum where about 400
college students will represent 50
countries.
In this simulated UN environment, students will create and vote
on resolutions they believe represent the views and beliefs of the
country they represent.
Barrta said the benefits of participating In Model UN extend
beyond resume building. She said
students receive hands-on experience dealing with government and
politics, public speaking skills,
building friendships and self-confidence and gaining knowledge
about the world around them.
Model UN President Rashida
Basir, who has attended 11 conferences throughout high school and
college, said by placing themselves Into the positions of other
countries, students gain perspective and understanding about the
world and events that affect people's lives.
"The United States isn't the only
country In the world," Basir said.
"It's really good to see the same
topics the U.S. deals with, or any
topics that the U.S. doesn't recog-
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Day
Guide

Call for special
Advertising Rates!
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nize from a
d i fferent
Model UN
perspec + It's an RSO
tive."
and a class
She also
+ A yearly
said
the
conference
friends and
simulates UN
contacts
activity
made
at
+ Meets 3:30
conferences
to 4:20p.m.
make the
Tuesdays in
experience
Coleman Hall
worthwhile.
Room 2140
W h I 1e
membership
In
Model UN would most benefit
political science majors, members
assert anyone would benefit
because of the wide variety of topIcs the simulations deal with.
Some topics include peace and
disarmament in Afghanistan, combating AIDS in Africa, human
rights on the West Bank of the
Gaza Strip and improving healthcare for women worldwide.
Students become familiar not only
With the political Views of various
countries but also their cultures, religions and other issues that shape the
way people react to politics. While
members are required to know the
details of past French elections, they
also famillartze themselves With
other little known facts, such as
Islam is the second most common
religion in France.
Currently nine students will
attend this year's conference, but
Barrta is looking for students who
want to participate In future
events when Eastern will represent the Netherlands.
All students are eligible to join,
and participation qualifies members for one elective credit in
International Relations.
Model UN meets from 3:30 to 4:20
p.m every Thesday and Thursday
in Coleman Hall, Room 2140. For
more information, attend a meeting
or contact Barria at 581-2079.

Call
581-2816
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'Journeys' publication
highlights family
travel destinations
By Carly Mullady

"It will list a restaurant for
dinner Friday night, a place
to stay, a place to have
breakfast the next day. .. and
so on for the entire weekend. "

CITY ED ITOR

Charleston resident Bob McElwee has
developed "Family Journeys," a soon-to-be
monthly publication, radio and television
show.
A trial publication of his news magazine
was distributed in December.
"Starting with the March issue, it will be a
monthly publication, • McElwee said.
The "Family Journeys" series displays
destinations for family travel throughout
east central Illinois.
"I was inspired to do this from research I
did for a client who was interested in producing a regional public television show on
family travel,· he said.
From that idea, McElwee produced the
first issue of "Family Journeys" for review.
Readers approved and many submitted
their e-mail addresses to receive the "Family
Journeys" e-mail newsletter.
"I've been really pleased with the responses we've received,• McElwee said.
The first issue was distributed to nine
counties surrounding Coles County.
"I am planning to expand the distribution
to over 20 counties for the March issue,• he
said, "I want to take it to Springfield and
other counties farther west.·
"Family Journeys" features restaurant

-Bob McElwee

reviews, destinations, shopping places and
itinerary travel suggestions. Itinerary travel
outlines an entire weekend's worth of activities.
"It will list a restaurant for dinner Friday
night, a place to stay, a place to have breakfast the next day, activities and so on for the
entire weekend," McElwee said.
The publication will not only list attractions, it will share background behind the
attractions and articles relative to family
travel.
"Family Journeys" is joining with WEIU
to produce a radio and television show. The
radio show will be hosted by McElwee's editor Susan DeLay of Chicago. McElwee said
the shows will air in early April.

COLIN MCA ULI FFE/ PHOTO EDITOR

Bob McElwee sits at his computer with a camera and copies of his new publication "Family
Journeys."

Student Senate members, chairs approved at meeting
By Avian Carrasquillo
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

The Student Senate appointed
new committee chairs and four
new senate members Wednesday,
but also lost a member.
Speaker of the Senate Bill
Davidson read a Jetter from
Donna Fernandez announcing her
resignation from the Student
Senate.
When reached for comment,
Fernandez said she no longer
wanted to be a part of an organt-

zation she felt took part in inappropriate practices. Fernandez
would not expand further on what
she meant by inappropriate practices.
"I don't know in what regards
she's speaking of, and I don't want
to make a comment untH she
expands more on it,· Davidson
said.
New committee chairs were
presented
and
approved.
However, three committees did
not have a chair approved because
of a Jack of applications.

The Shuttle Bus Committee,
Internal Affairs Committee and
Diversity Affairs Committee each
only received one application, so
more applications will be taken
and the applicants will be interviewed.
Amanda Sartore is the chair of
the Academic Affairs Committee,
Kyle Donash will chair the
External Relations Committee,
Jenn Anderson is the new chair of
the Housing Committee, Lindsey
Baum will now chair the Student
Relations Committee, Brice
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+ J im Markunas: freshman
marketing major
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Donnelly is the new chair of the
Fee
Review
Thition
and
Committee and Ryan Herdes will
chair the University Development
and Recycling Committee.
The newly-appointed senators
are Jim Markunas, a freshman
marketing major; Lawrence
Ward, a senior finance major;
Alison West, a sophomore political
science major and Lauren Kluge,
a sophomore speech communication major.
All positions are effective
immediately.
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+ New system will bring
Eastern up to par with
other schools
By Kevin Sampier
STAFF WRITE R

Registered
Student
OrganiZations on campus could be
able to register online and give students information on the Internet
by fall 2003.
The 125 current RSOs consist of
group types from the standard athletic and academic organizations to
those more off the beaten path like
a j uggling organization and a
karaoke club.
Director of Student Life Ceci
Brinker said one thing RSOs have
in common is most do their own
fundraising through membership
dues, bake sales and car washes.
"Most are self-supporting
and always have been, • she said.
But this isn't the case at some
larger state schools.
"When talking about service and
programs, we're probably about
the same, but large institutions
have more funding for their organizations," she said. "Some have a
fee-funding board RSOs can go to
when they need money.•
Another difference between
Eastern and larger schools is the
technology available to RSOs and
the students interested in joining a
group.
"We're looking to upgrade. A lot
of other schools are more hi-tech
and enroll (RSOs) online," Brinker
said. "We're looking to more webbased technology.•
The online program will allow
prospective members to receive
contact information for RSOs to
allow students to register their
groups online to stay recognized
by the college, Brinker said. This
technology could be available by
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Students ride a
teeter totter in
the South Quad
during the fall
semester 2002
as a way to
participate in an
Alpha Phi
Omega
fundraiser, to
raise money for
the Charleston
Food Pantry.

"We 're looking to
upgrade. A lot of other
schools are more
hi-tech and enroll
(RSOs) online."
- Ceci Brinker

next semester.
Illinois State University is one
campus that has taken its RSOs
into cyberspace.
Jeremy Schenk, Illinois State
program coordinator for student
organizations and programming,
said the school last year went
online and has had good luck with
the system.
"The entire process is online.
The RSO goes online and submits
their data, and we've alleviated all
problems with paper work,"
Schenk said.
Currently, Illinois State has 265
RSOs, and although they can apply
for funding for programs through
the RSO program fund, they still
hold fundraisers.
The Illinois State Web site has
RSO information for students who
want to join.
"Our Web site lists all of our student organizations and RSO news.
We have the RSO hand book, information on selecting and joining an
RSO and an RSO newsletter,"
Schenk said.
"The website can list all of the
student organizations into 11 categories or can sort them alphabetically. It gives contact information
for group presidents and advisers,
a statement of purpose, the RSO's
meeting time and an RSO's Web
site if they have one."
Eastern hopes to convert from
paper registration to online

FILE PHO TO

registration soon.
"Going into next fall, we will
have updated our system for online
registration and access," Brinker
said. "We will be working on it this
semester, and hopefully it will be
cost efficient."
The system will replace calls
made to the student life office by
students needing information on
RSOs, and Brinker said it

will eliminate a lot of paper work.
"Based on my networking at
other schools, it's definitely a much
more efficient system. It will
make it easier for students to
access the system, it saves time
and paper because it's easier to
revise online and it will help us to
streamline our process," Brinker
said.
Although other colleges may

have more funding and technology, Brinker said she still is
happy with the RSOs on
campus.
"We have a pretty well rounded
and diverse range of RSOs. We
encourage students to come in and
get involved," she said, "These
RSOs were created by students in
the past that were willing to put in
the time."

Society open to anyone interested in learning new hobbies
something
enjoy here at
• Deadjugglers r elxJrn last society.
Dead Jugglers has seen a lot of Eastern, • Reely said.
semester, seen big inter est
Dead Jugglers, which was
interest from students who are
looking for new and unique things reformed by current president
since the beginning
By Gregory McElroy
STA FF WR ITE R

The Dead Jugglers Society
organization was reborn last
semester and has seen a big interest on campus since the beginning,
said Josh Reely, a member of the

to learn.
"I've been j uggling for about
five years now," Reely said. "I juggled with the University of Illinois
Unicycle and Juggling Club for a
year because of the bigger investment they had there.
"And now, with the help of Cara
Moran, I am able to continue doing

Cara Moran and nine others a
month into last semester, is an
organization for students who are
looking to get together and have a
good time doing unusual activities.
Moran
said
its
motto
is "university-sanctioned mayhem."

The society meets every
Thursday night at unofficial locations. Right now, its meetings are
being held in the balcony of Lantz
Gym Arena.
No experience is needed, and it
is open to anyone who may be
interested in learning new and
interesting hobbies.
"Juggling is a very doable
hobby," Reely said. "Even a person with one arm can learn to do
it."

If you go
+ Who: Dead Jugglers Society
+ What: An organization for
students looking to get together
and have a good time doing
unusual activities
+ When: Thursday nights
+ Where: Unofficial locations,
currently the balcony of Lantz
Gym Arena
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Workshop offers
timely options
By Bianca Sisson
STAFF WR ITER

The key to effective time management Is setting priorities,
Bridget Busse, an Intern at
Eastern's Counseling Center, told
those In attendance at her workshop.
"Set priorities, • Busse said. "Use
post-It notes, reward yourself and
keep yourself motivated. Don't j ust
schedule work, but schedule fun
stuff too, like parties, and socials. •
Busse began the workshop by
having students gather Into small
groups and discuss their time management problems.
The most common problem
among the groups of students was
talking on the phone, television and
procrastination.
"The most common problems
that college students have Is that
they don't know how to plan their
time,• Busse said. "Using a dally
activity schedule can help you
effectively plan your time.·
Time management worksheets

were distributed and students
answered 10 questions about how
well they handled their free time.
"Most students use time In
between classes to eat or sleep, •
Busse said. "But you should use
this time to study while the Information Is still fresh In your mind.·
It Is better to break up Information being studied than to study In
mass amounts. Otherwise, It can
lead to Increased stress and poor
performance, Busse said.
She said most people are
shocked when they realize how
much time they actually waste durIng the week.
Her "Where does time go?"
worksheet lists all dally actlvltles
including sleep, work, class and
recreation.
"There are 168 hours a week,"
Busse said. "And students are
always shocked to find that they
have an extra 50 or 60 unused
hours.·
The workshop was sponsored by
the Counseling Center.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/ PHOTO EDITOR

Jeff Fudala, a senior marketing major; Brad Schaffer, a freshman marketing major, and Rocky Millenbine, a senior
environmental sciences major, discuss what they can do to manage their time better Wednesday evening in the
"Time Management" workshop, held in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Trial begins for first
of eight men accused
in fatal Chicago beating
CHICAGO {AP) - At A ROUND
least one witness will
THE
testify to watching
Lamont Motes stomp,
punch and kick two
men as an angry mob
fatally beat them after a traffic accident,
prosecutors said Wednesday.
Motes is the first of eight defendants to
go on trial for the July 30 deaths of Jack
Moore, 62, and Anthony Stuckey, 49. The
two men were fatally beaten on Chicago's
South Side after the van they were In
jumped a curb and struck several women.
One of the women died.
Motes has pleaded Innocent to charges
of first-degree murder and mob action.
During opening statements on
Wednesday, Cook County prosecutors said
they will place Motes at the scene of the

beating and tell jurors about a statement
he made to anotherjallinmate while Incustody.
"Pollee have no evidence on me. They
took everyone's shoes but mine,· Motes
allegedly said. "I burned my shoes.•
Defense attorney Frank J . Himel disputed the statement outside the courtroom,
claiming that prosecutors did nothing to
prove Motes made the statement.
"They just took the word of a three-time
convicted felon, • Himel said.
Motes, an honor student at King High
School, graduated at the top of his class In
2000. His trial was scheduled to continue
Thursday before Cook County Judge
James D. Egan.
Also charged In the deaths are: Henry
Lawrence; Roosevelt Lawrence; Ricky
Lawson; Thrryon Deberry; James Ousley;
Robert Thcker and Antonio Fort.

R. Kelly arrested for
child pornography charges
MIAMI {AP) - R&B singer R. Kelly
was arrested Wednesday on child pornography charges after Investigators said
they found 12 photographs of a nude girl
at his Polk County home.
Kelly, whose first name Is Robert, was
arrested without Incident at a MiamiDade County hotel at 10:30 a .m. on a Polk
County warrant. He was being held at the
county jail. Bond was set at $12,000.
The Grammy-wlnnlng artist has been
out on bond and awaiting trial on 21
counts of child pornography In Chicago.
Those charges stem from a v ideotape
authorities say shows him having sex
with a 13-year-old girl. Kelly has denied
that charge.
Col. Grady Judd of the Polk County
Sheriff's Office told WSVN-TV that three
photos show Kelly having sex with a
female under 18. In the other nine photos,
the female Is nude. He said the photos
were found last June during a search of a
home Kelly rented In Davenport after he
was arrested there on the Illinois warrant. Davenport Is about 35 miles south-

fi1WY 21sl BirtWay carley!

west of Orlando.
The singer Is known for hits ranging
from the Grammy-wlnnlng, gospel-like "I
Believe I Can Fly " to sexually charged
material such as "Bump 'n' Grind,"
"Feelin' On Yo Booty " and "Your Body's
Callin'."
The Illinois Investigation began after
the Chicago Sun-Times reported last
February that It had received the tape
anonymously and passed It a long to
Chicago police.
Kelly also Is the focus of at least four
lawsuits, three of which accuse him of
having sex with underage gir ls . He has
acknowledged settling two of the lawsuits regarding underage sex, but his
lawyers have said they will fight the
third.
Kelly 's new album, "Chocolate
Factory, • Is scheduled to be released In
February. He was nominated for a
Grammy earlier this month for the song
"The World's Greatest," from the "Ali"
soundtrack.
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Hockey lovers on campus find way to enjoy the sport
By Justin Hatten
STAFF WRITE R

Many people are not aware Eastern has a
hockey team since the team is not sponsored
by Eastern and is unable to play its games on
campus.
The team plays its home games in Decatur
at the Civic Center and practices in Danville
at the David S. Palmer Arena Because the
club is not school sponsored, each member
has to pay for lee time, equipment and referees.
The 2002-2003 team features eight freshmen, five sophomores, two juniors and three
seniors. lfyouts were held in mid-September,
and practice began soon after. The Panthers
opened up their season on Oct. 18 with a win
over Wheaton College, 11-1.
"We are in the Mid American Collegiate
Hockey Association and play teams from

Iowa, Illinois, Missouri and Wisconsin, • said
club president and goalie Travis Graff, a senlor administration information systems
major from Woodstock. "The league is broken up into two divisions, gold and silver. We
are in silver."
Seven teams are in the gold division and
eight are in the silver. The silver division
includes Eastern, Southern Illinois University
at Edwardsville, Robert Morris College in
Springfield, Northwestern University,
University
of
Missouri-Columbia,
Washington University, Iowa University and
Wheaton College.
"The top four teams in each division make
the playoffs, which are held February 14-15 in
East Alton, • Graff said. "Last year was our
first year in the league, and we ended up taking third overall.•
Graff is in his fourth year of playing at
Eastern and his first as president. He started

playing at age 10 and played club hockey in
high school since his school didn't have an
organiZed team.
"We all play for fun and a pat on the back,"
Graff said. "We drive our own cars to games
and practices and find team sponsors to help
pay for expenses.·
The team is coached by Ron Zachara, a
2001 Eastern graduate with a degree in
speech communication. He is in his second
year of coaching and played club hockey at
Eastern for three years. Zachara currently
resides in Danville.
"We normally practice once a week, usually Wednesday night, for about an hour and a
half," Zachara said. "At this point in the season, we spend most of our time working on
plays and different game situations."
He said he played soccer for a long time
but was looking for something more physical.
A friend got him involved in hockey, and he

"We all play for fun and a pat
on the back."
-Travis Graff

has been playing now for about slx or seven
years.
Zachara said last year the club put together a team bus for all the home games in
Decatur as well as a fan bus. He hopes to continue that this year.
"We have a lot of players from the Chicago
area, and we play quite a few road games
around there, so they might carpool and go
home a day or two early," Zachara said.
The club has a Web site that can be found
on the Eastern home page. The site contains
a schedule, roster, statistics, standings and
names of team sponsors.

Council helps student athletes with sports-related problems
By Jennifer Chiariello
ACT IVITIES EDITOR

The Student-Athlete Advisory
Council is an advisory group mandated by the NCAA for student
athletes to meet to discuss problems that need to be addressed to
help keep athletes informed and
eligible.
Discussion topics include problems with fields or practice times,
changes with the NCAA or if
grade requirements for athletes
are changed.
"The council tries to make
things better for their fellow athletes," said Betty Ralston, compliance person for the group.
The council consists of two to
three representatives from each
sport and meets the first and third
week of every month. Ross Bracey
is the president for the spring 2003
semester.
The council has been around for
eight or nine years and currently
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has 20 to 25 members who attend
meetings on a consistent basis.
Council representatives are
usually volunteers, so some sports
have more representatives than
others and representatives may
change yearly or at semester
depending on the sport, Ralston
said.
In the past couple of years the
council has changed the criteria
from two representatives per
team to now allow any student athlete of each. Some teams may have
four representatives who attend
meetings instead of two. Also the
council used to meet once a month
but has changed to twice a month
to promote better attendance.
The council is a means to get
information to all of the athletes
without having coaches spend a lot
of their time talking about
changes and concerns. Instead
representatives of each sport go to
council meetings and bring the
information back to the athletes in

+ What? Student-Athlete
Advisory Council
+ Purpose? Discuss problems,
such as practice times, f.eld
conflicts and grade requirement
changes, to help keep athletes
informed and eligible
+ Who? Representatives from
each sport
their sport, Ralston said.
They bring suggestions of
things they want changed, problems with facilities student athletes have and any other concerns.
A topic commonly discussed in
the past couple of years is the
grade requirements, which keep
getting heightened by the NCAA,
Ralston said.
The council also works on a
community service project and
getting people involved with ath-
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letics.
"Our focus is on helping our
student athletes and to do activities to get the different athletes to
support each other,· Ralston said.
"Our core group this year is
excellent. They did a student-athlete welcome and a barbecue at
the beginning of the year to support student athletics and are now
working on a spring dance,"
Ralston said.
The Student-Athlete Advisory
council made the suggestion to
the administration last spring to
get the banners that now hang in
Lantz Arena, Ralston said.
"The Student-Advisory Council is
a great opportunity for students
and has a national conference every
year that members attend," said
Jen Cowen, president of the
Student-Athlete Advisory Council
during the fall 2002 semester.
Each year representatives from
every school go and talk about
problems with other schools.

Members discuss rules that have
been changed and what the students at different schools think
about them, Cowen said.
The NCAA has a Florida leadership conference in late May every
year.
The
Student-Athlete
Advisory Council nominates four
student athletes who meet the criteria and the NCAA selects one to
attend the conference.
More than 400 students attend
the Florida Conference from all
different divisions of the NCAA.
J .R. Reynolds, senior representative for the men's basketball
team, was selected for the May
2002 conference.
Amy Barr, senior representative for the women's softball team,
serves on two NCAA national committees and also attended the May
2002 conference.
The conference teaches athletes
how to be better leaders, understand what leadership is and take
part in team-building exercises.
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Fight:

UB's bids for Ludicris,
Dave Matthews fall
through
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1A

sophomore elementary education
major.
Former UB concert coordinator
Bud Wierenga thought he was
doing his job well too, but board
coordinators told him he could
either be fired or resign.
"My main goal was always to get
the students what they wanted,"
Wierenga said. "I wanted to get the
best concert for the students, but I
think that got away from those who
were higher up. I felt bad because
they were making me step down
because of lies and manipulation.•
Wierenga alleged that Fernandez
and Judy accused him of not performing his duties - a charge both
confirmed.
"I think It was just becoming
obvious that Bud was not an effective coordinator," Fernandez said.
"Bud received this position over a
year ago and It's a very big position
with a lot of money. In the time I've
been a coordinator I've learned
everything It takes, whereas
(Wierenga) still doesn't get it. •
Wierenga said Fernandez was
appointed to accomplish duties he
couldn't.
"She was good at the planning
and the organiZing and I was good
at the other things, so I understood
that's how It was going to be,"
Wierenga said.
Judy, who went on a spring break
trip with Wierenga last year, said It
was a hard decision to make.
"The discussions during the
meeting Thesday got pretty personal, they were candid," Judy said.
"This wasn't personal.·
But Wierenga said there are hard
feelings.
"She's a cold person," Wierenga
said. "She's more the type who
barks out orders.•

Iraqis Three journalists,
protest believed kidnapped

Concert committee members
allege Ferenadez and Judy weren't
listening to members' suggestions
for acts to play on campus.
They allege Fernandez showed
no Interest In other acts that ranked
high on the surveys conducted by
the UB. Members Czupryn, Kristen
Thornburn and Brannan all told
The Dally Eastern News Thesday
they believe Fernandez made bids
for acts based on her personal preference In music.
"We believe she simply skipped
from one plan to another and didn't
give us any Input or didn't listen to
what we had to say," Thornburn
said. "Some bands were overlooked
In order to get the one she wanted. •
Judy laughed at the allegations
and Fernandez refuted them.
"Their only purpose is to simply
give Input,• Judy said. "That's simply a check-and-balance to the
executive board. They don't understand all the Issues that are at hand
and the availability of certain
bands. We can't take those surveys
for all they're worth, they aren't
sclentlflc.•
Fernandez said there is plenty of
research and planning Involved In
getting an act to play at Eastern and
there is a limited amount of dates
which Lantz can be used for a concert.
Fernandez said the UB made
bids to Dave Matthews and Tim
Reynolds, a college tour that will
begin this summer. More than 200
schools applied to host the act
which was only scheduled for 13
days and Eastern made the final
cut.
But Fernandez said that
Matthews and Reynolds decided to
cut the tour one date short In a
"last-minute" decision.
Fernandez said the UB made two
bids to Ludicris and the rapper
turned down both. Ludicrls offered
to play In Lantz Arena Feb. 14 and
on a date that falls on Eastern's
spring break.
Fernandez said staging a concert
for Feb. 14 would be too short of
notice and staging one over spring
break likely wouldn't be profitable.

UN
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) International arms monitors,
on their daily rounds of surprise Inspections, stirred up
protests from angry students
and a farmer on Wednesday
as they pressed their hunt
for signs of any Iraqi
weapons of mass destruction.
Several dozen technical
students carrying T-squares,
slide rules and hastHy scribbled protest signs poured out
of the Baghdad Technology
Institute after a U.N. Inspection team arrived unannounced Wednesday mornIng.
"No War For Oil, • read one
sign in English, reflecting a
common Iraqi view that U.S.
threats to attack Iraq If It
doesn't disarm voluntarily
have more to do with
American designs on Iraqi
oil than with concern over Its
weapons.
The Inspectors, sent In by
the United Nations to verify
Iraq's claim that It has no
more banned weapons programs, have disclosed little
detail about specific visits In
their two months' work here.
But they are believed to be
checking universities and
technical Institutes for signs
of banned military research
In biological, chemical or
nuclear fields, and for leads
to scientists and engineers
potentially knowledgeable
about weapons work.
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by Colombians

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP)
Colombian gunmen are
believed to have kidnapped
three foreign j ournalists, includIng the reporter who interviewed American Taliban suspect John Walker Lindh, police
said.
Panamanian media said the
men were seized on Sunday by a
right-wing paramilitary group,
the United Self-Defense Forces
of Colombia, j ust north of the
Colombian border In Panama.

Panama's National Police
identified the journalists as
Robert Y. Pelton, Mark Wedeven
and Megan A. Smaker.
Pelton Is an American freelance journalist who lives In the
Los Angeles area. The two others are believed to be an
American and a Canadian.
Pelton Is an experienced war
correspondent and the author of
"The World's Most Dangerous
Places,· a guide book to the
world's conflict zones.

KFC:

has held every position at KFC
since then.
Customers seem to enjoy the
new restaurant.
"I like having a wider variety
of restaurants to choose from,"
said Derek Pollock, a junior business management major.

CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1A

Many of the restaurants are In
central Illinois.
At 15, he got his first j ob
sweeping floors and cooking
chicken at KFC In Chicago. He

Cook:
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 1A

Beyond their career and servIce endeavors, the KJncades have
greatly
to
contributed
Charleston's cultural arts. In
addition to the local children and
artists' masterpieces posted In
their restaurant, they belong to
the Coles County Arts Council.
Along with Alice Jayne
Swickard and Debby Rappe,
Therese has been co-director for
Charleston High School's annual
spring musicals. She was head
director for 2001's "Anything
Goes,• 2002's "Bye Bye Birdie, •
and will be directing this May's

production of "Guys and Dolls.•
Bob has worked alongside
Therese as set designer for these
musicals with their daughter,
Annie, starring In a few of them as
well.
Annie appears to be following
her mother's footsteps.
Therese has appeared In many
local productions, including
"Nunsense," In which she played
the role of Reverend Mother
Sister Mary Regina.
"We're very appreciative of
the award,• Bob said. "We'd like
to thank the people who work for
us, many of whom are Eastern
students, that have enabled us
time for the extra things we do.·
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RSO:

Joining RSOs may be
a future career booster
CONTIN UED FROM PAGE 1B

"There is a recognized relationship between the two,"
Davidson said. "The group does
service projects for the campus,
a Jot in the community.
Generally, for example, the
group participates in trash
clean-ups on campus. I know
they helped out with the Rotary
pancake
breakfast
during
Homecoming weekend.•
He also said they freely give
their services to local nursing
homes as well as assisting with
the Homecoming 5K run. As for
social activities, a barn dance in
the fall and semi-formal in the
spring are two events the group
participates in each year,
Davidson said.
"A Jot of it varies from semester
to semester, depending on service
opportunities
that
arise,"
Davidson said. "The larger the
group, generally, the more variety
there is in service projects."
Members also participate in
activities on their own, he said.
"As with any group, it's always
in flux, always changing, always
growing,• Davidson said. "The
group follows the current of the
group members. In my experience, there are some years
where it is very service
focused. "
Nonetheless, APO is a service
organization, that like any other
organization, students will get
out of it what they put in, he
said.
"I think APO is a group that
benefits those service driven
and socially oriented. It does
have a pledge process, weekly
meetings. It can be demanding
if a student is very involved. •
Davidson said if students
don't feel they can commit an
adequate amount of time to
organizations like APO, other
alternative organizations exist
that focus on service.
RSOs
like
Circle
K
International and Epsilon Sigma
Alpha are groups students might
find don't demand as much of
their time, he said.
"Any of the service organizations on campus are really great
organizations,• Davidson said.
"Between four (service) groups,
students should find something

"Any of the service
organizations on
campus are really
great organizations.
Between four (service)
groups, students
should find something
they are comfortable
with. "
-Eric Davidson

they are comfortable with.•
As far as social fraternities
and sororities go, Bob Dudolskl,
assistant director for Student
Life, said students looking to
find t heir niche in either one of
t he different groups can expect
the variety involved in the
recruitment processes.
Three councils govern the
recruitment processes: the
Interfraternity Council,
the
Panhellenic Council and the
National Panhellenic Historic
Greek Organization.
Dudolski said the national
chapters of each local chapter
determine the recruitment policy of each fraternity or sorority.
Each council's recruitment
process varies, he said. The
Interfraternity
Council's
recruitment is year-long while
sororities, which are categorized under the Panhellenic
Council, traditionally only
recruit members in the fall,
unless they do not meet their
quotas, he said.
"It's kind of like the NFL sororities draft their top picks,•
Dudolski said.
Prior to the pledge process,
students have a chance to get
acquainted with a fraternity or
sorority. He said developing
personal relationships and
friendships help t he recruitment process along.
The National Panhellenic
Historic Greek Organization
sets the policies for the black
Greek fraternities on campus.
Each of these fraternities has a
recruitment process where they
focus on getting to know members, Dudolski said.
"Second semester freshmen
(and older) are generally who
t hey will recruit,• he said.

FI LE PH OTO

Members of Recognized Student Organizations paint the windows in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
for Homecoming weekend.
When it comes to health RSOs,
Bacchus is one of t he many
active groups on campus comprised of leaders advocating the
education and awareness of sexual health.
"A Jot of people think Bacchus
is an abstinence group, a 'just
say no group.' Abstinence is promoted, but that is not what it is
all about,• Davidson said.
Promoting positive health
practices is t he main purpose of
the group, he said.
Despite t he group's push for
abstinence, it is keenly aware
that not everyone practices
abstinence, whether it be from
drugs, sex or alcohol.

sc

u

"We cover both s ides of the
coin, Davidson said. They talk
about the health benefits, but if
you are not going to be abstinent, they tell you how to reduce
your risk of alcohol poisoning or
getting pregnant. •
People interested in immersing themselves in this ty pe of
health educating can join
Bacchus, he said. Fundraisers
and social events are just a few
activities the group organizes
and participates in, Davidson
said.
A coveted perk of being a
Bacchus member is participants
are allotted the opportunity to
give presentations to classes or

sc

EC

...................................

sc

RUSH SiGMA CHI

residence halls after t hey
undergo 10 hours of training, he
said. T he training entaJls interested members consulting a
series of CD roms, Web sites and
videos with worksheet requirements. T he member then has to
take a test and must score an 80
percent to be able to make a
presentation.
Bacchus, which spearheaded
the Condom Club, offers students a significant opportunity
to Jearn and meet others, as is
the case with Eastern's other
RSOs.
"It is just a great opportunity
for people to get skills that will
help them in future careers,"

Happy irthday Kristney!
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love,your sister Marsha

vert1se
In the DEN

Ifyou advertise it
they will come...
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily fastem News can prevent hnt~:>ttnn~a.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
HELP WANTED

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

Brian's Place needs part time bart enders, waitresses, and doorman. Apply in person. 2100
Broadway, Mattoon. 234-4151 .
,--,.-------=----.,--.1124
SIGMA ALPHA LAMBDA. national
leadership & honors organization,
is seeking motivated & committed
students to begin a chapter on
campus. 3.0 GPA required. Reply
to info@salhonors.org
- - - - - - - - 1131
Bartender trainees needed. $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext.539
2111
c=-A::-:L-:-L---:-:N:-::0-:-:W-::-!!::! -:C::-:007NSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partnership with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $71HR WITH GRADUATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303

=--:-----:=--::--=:1124
For Lease: Fall 2003-2,3.4 BR
Houses. Great locations, close to
campus, 24/7 maint., great
prices, call now!! 346.3583

3 BR house near campus. AIC,
attached garage. $720/ month.
348.0712
1128
3,..,H,.,.ou_se_s-=for-r-en-t73.,..,blocks from Old
Main. 2, 3 bedroom for 3 students,
WID, 10 month lease $250 each. 1,
2 bedroom for 2 students, 10 month
lease $275 each. 549-7242
1128
F=-a-::-11-=2-=-oo=-=3:-:Nc:-e-w-3=-=-be-:droom, 2 bath
duplex. deck, yard, w/ d, 2 blocks
from campus. 348-0394.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1129
North square bedroom, one loft nice!
Sky1ig1t heat water. trash, fimished.
Looking for 3 people. 348-7733.
-------,---..,.-1129
Renting now for fall of 2003. 1
bedroom and 4 bedroom houses.
Within walking distance of
Eastern. Call 345-2467
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1130
Now leasing for Fall 03, various
apts, also 3 & 4 BR houses.
897.6266
---..,.----1131
Houses 3 & 4 bedroom; Apts. 1 &
2 bedrooms. 10 - 12 month leases. No Pets. 345-4602.
-.,..,---,--___,-1131
Looking for students to rent 3 br
house for fall semester. 1814 12th
st. Central air, $765 a month, call
84 7-395-7640.
_ _ _ _ _ _2/ 4
Houses near campus available.
3.4 or 6 bdrm. 348-0712
2/ 4
N.,-0-:W---LE::-A-:S:-IN-:G:--:F=-=o-=-R 2003-2004
SCHOOL YEAR 5 Bedroom
House. Close to campus. Nice yard
and good parking. Call 345-7355.
_ _ _ _ _ _2/ 5
Fall 2003. Close to campus. Nice
3 bedroom house. 3-4 girls. CI A
WI D, Low utilities. Trash included.
$850/ month. 348-0614
2/7

Fall 2003. Close to campus. 5
bedroom. WI D, A/C. Low utilities.
Trash incl. $1200/ month. 3480614
_ _ _ _ _ _.2/7
FALL 2003: 3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS, 1026 EDGAR DR., 1
BEDROOM APARTMENT 3485032
_ _ _ _ _ _2110
On square 2 BR. partially furnished apt. Available now, summer, fall. Various leases required.
Call 345.4336
::-=-=:-:-----:-:--::-211 1
3 BR house with 2 baths, ale, &
wid. Available Fall 2003. Call
232.8936
_ _ _ _ _ _2128
BRITTANY RIDGE
TOWN HOUSE: For 4-5 persons,
unbeatable floor plan, 4 BR.
deck, central air, w/ d, dishwasher, garbage disposal, 2 112 baths.
Trash and paved parking included, near campus, local responsive landlord. From $188$225/ person. Available in May,
lease length negotiable. 217-2463083
_ _ _ _ _ _2128
2 bedroom upstairs apt. 208 112
6th. 3 bedroom house 501 Taylor
(4 person). 4 bedroom apt. 202
1/2 6th 3-4 person. For information on these listings please call
345-6011 after 5:30. Call 3459462 ask for Larry.

--------------·0 0
Tutor Needed: For cash, honors
calculus for senior high school
student. Call Cathy at 235-2691.

_______.oo
FOR

RENT

2 bedroom duplex. Furnished.
Fully equipped, garage. 1856
Victoria Ln. 348-7721 or 3488821 .
1/23
Studio apartment. WI D, nice.
348-7721 or 348-8821.
1123
R
=-o_o_m_m_a-te-s--,W::-:anted Near
Campus, Single Leases Available
$275/ month Call Lindsey 3481479
--,--,-,..,.------1123
Available NOW! Large 1-BR Apt.
off Charleston Square includes
heat. water, trash, laundry room.
No Pets. 345-2617
1124
NEAR CAMPUS: 2 and 3 BR. reawww.eiuapts.com
sonable.
345.2416
1124
For Lease: Fall 2003- 2 & 4 BR
houses. DSL wiring, central air,
ceiling fans, cable/ phone j acks,
24/7 maint., 10 or 11 112 month
lease, W/ D, newer appliances.
Call 346.3583

-----------=-=-1124
Available Now! 1 BR apt. 1542 4th
St. All electric, cent air, very nice,
no pets. $450/ mo 345.7286
1124
F
=o- r---=R=-e-nt-:-=R=-e_m_o....,.de....,...led 2 & 3 BR
apts, WI D. One block from Old
Main. 348.8792
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1124
2 bdrm apartment completely furnished newly remodeled, no pets,
trash and water furnished. $235
per student. 235-0405 or 3173085.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1124
3 bdrm house 3 or 4 students
central air completely furnished.
1705 11th St. No pets, $250 per
student. call 235-0405 or 3173085
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1124
NOW LEASING FOR 2003-2004
School Year. 5 Bdrm I 2 Bath I 2
Kitchens. Furnished. 1531 1st
Street. Call 345-7262 or 2597262
--=------=---=--=-1127
LIVE ALONE! One bedroom
apartment near campus, reasonable. 345-2416
1127
R=-0,.-Y_A_L_H_E::-IG---HT=-S::--:APTS. 1509 S.
2nd; 3 bdrm furnished apts.. low
utilities-Leasing for Spring and
Fall, 2003 Semesters Call 3453583.
------::-=-c:1127
Extremely nice 3 BR home, WI D
included. Close to campus.
345..9267
=-=-=--==----.,..,.1128
2 BR Furn apts. WI D included.
Close to campus. 345.9267
1128

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

2, 4, 5 bedooms. some 2 baths. al

Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean 3 BR
homes & townhouses available
beginning June 1st. All partially or
fully furnished & close to campus.restaurants/shopping. PETS
CONSIDERED. Call 512.9341
days or 345.6370 evenings.
Leave Message.
-,-..,..--,,-------00
1210 Division. House for Rent.
Great location for EIU. 4 BR. 2
bath,
large
backyard.
$11001month total ($275 each)
Call 235.0939
--=------00
4 Bedroom House • 5 Bedroom
House • 4 Bedroom Apartment • 1
Bedroom Apartment. All Close to
Campus. 345-6967
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00
NEW LISTING: 2003-2004. Nice,
brick house. Excellent Location. 8
people, $250/ person. 345.0652,
leave message
=--=-=-:-::-::-::-=.,..--;-,-:-::-...,.-'0 0
For 2003-2004: Well-kept one BR
apt.
Close
to
campus.
$350/ month. Leave a message,
Call 345.0652
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00

have AIC and wa'h:riCrjer. one ~
freplace and deck. AI wal<ing cislance.
Locallandbd, cal Dan 345-3273
00
7
v-a.,..ila7b.,..
le--=-=-No_w
__....,.Ja-n--..,2003: 4 BR
A

until July 2003.Fall 2003: 1 BR
Both @ 1812 9th st. Please call &
leave message. 348.0673
----------00
Available Now: Large one BR apt.
$300.
New carpet. nice.
345.6967
00
7
w
-,aia::-ble:-:-:Now::---::Nea::--r-=R=-ec-Center. Nice.
A
2 or 3 BR house. WID, dishwasher.
Lease price negotiable. 345.6967
00
=-FA-LL---:2-:-003,..,...: ...,.6-B""R=--=
T~OWNHOUSE.
$300/BR. 1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED.
AIC, TRASH, FREE WID, DISHWASHER DSL INTERNET. SPIRAL
STAIRCASE & HOT TUB IN COURTYARD. 345.6210, ASK FOR BECKY.
-----------------=-=00
FALL 2003: 2 BR APT. $350/BR.
1056 2ND ST. FURNISHED, A!C,
TRASH, FREE WI D, DSL INTERNET & HOT TUB IN COURTYARD.
345.6210, ASK FOR BECKY.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00

ltttfiJ Apartments for 1 or 2 residents

"""' Houses for groups of 3 & 4
.., Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 people

.JIm Wood. Roalto r

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

Lllncolnwood Pllnet·~~
Apartments

CAMPU S C LIP S
ACE I meeting tonight at 7pm in Buzzard 1103. Informational meeting.
Will count as points meeting.

Studio, 1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments

WESLEY FOUNDATION Fireside Chat tonight at 9pm in Wesley
Foundation, across 4th from Lawson. Just come over and chat with
other students and the campus pastor about whatever you'd like to talk
about.

• L o t s o f s pace
• Swimming pool
· Vo ll e y ba ll co urt

~-. Across from CarmenHall ~
~ 0~
345-6000
J1i- ~

INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP. Large group meeting
tonight 7:30pm. Have you always wondered what we are about? Come
j oin us to hear our mission statement.

1.800.64.8.4849
I.com

'tNWW. ststrave

HISTORY CLUB meeting tonight at 6pm in Coleman 2761 . First meeting of semester. All majors welcome.

The DailyEastern News
Classified ad form
AC ROSS

Name:
Address:
Phone:

1 0 1d shi p 's
cargo
6 Like k iddie
r id es

Student: D Yes D No

Under classification of:
Expirationcode (office use onM:
Compos~or: __
Personaccepting ad:
No. wordsI days: _ _ Amount due: $

Payment: Check No.

10Cry to a
stray

Ad to read:

2 7 Fre gue n tly
fl extng
Ferrig n o

SOit's searc h ed
f o r o n lin e
i nfo

28G r a nt
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29Pit c h e r p art

5 4 C ome i n li ke
a w h irlwind

32Race w it h
fl ags

5 8 Joule d ivi s io n

14M a r s
P athfinder,
for one

3 4 Siidin g . rod i n
a n e n g 1n e

1 5Researc h
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ed
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2 0 Littl e 'u n
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2 1 Laser beam
ta rget
2 4 0 n eti me
delivery peopie
26R-V interi o r?

4 2 Good t o go
44Calif . a n d
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60Sea p redat o r
6 1 "Sounds l i k e

!"
63Mu sli m
leader
6 4 L oads o f
m u tual funds
6 5 W h e n ce St.
Catherine
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fl u o r6 7 S iu g f ollow e r

4 5 K i n d of sheet 681t starts a n d
ends seve n
4 9 " W ay coo l!"
answer s in
th is p u zzle

ANSWER TO TODAY' S PUZZLE

DOWN
1 Role p layed

P)' ev~ryone.

1t s sa1<f

2 "Sat i res"
author
3 Got around

30 cerlls per word first day ad runs. 10cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 ceniS per word frst day for students wilh valid ID, and 10 ceniS per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15word milimum.
DEADLINE2p.m. PREVIOUS DAY- NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the ri~t toedit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
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4 Follow-u p:
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2 3 Green
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331n a crowd of 471t m ay be run
3 5 Rarin' t o go
36Walk-way
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39 Re~ardless
oft e f act
t h at. briefly
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suzette f lavore r
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for t h e
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56Does per fectly
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A LOOK AT

Around the world of RSOs
Mike
Chorvat and
Brandon
Capetillo,
members of
the band
Empyrean,
perfo rm in
the Martin
Luther King
Junior
University
Union
during
Greenfest in
November.
Empyrean
was one of
four acts
that played
as a fundraiser for
the campus
Green party.

What RSO should you join?
+ If you like teaching, you might want to look into
j o ining the Student Education Association, which
focuses on cultivating and empowering Mure
teachers.
+ If you like social events and enjoying developing
friendships, you might want to look into j oining a
social fraternity or sorority.
+ If you like serving others, you might want to look
into j oining Eastern's service fraternities, which
focus on providing service to campus and community members.
+ If you meet the GPA requirements and enjoy
political science, you might want to look into joining
Pi Sigma Alpha.
+ If you are an English major and you can meet the
GPA requirements, you might want to look into joining Sigma Tau Delta, an honorary sorority that promotes the study of English literature.
+ If you like learning about other cultures, you
might want to look into joining the Association of
International Students. Its purpose is to enhance
international/cultural awareness on campus.
+ If you would like to increase your knowledge on
human health, you might want to look into j oining
Bacchus, whose focus is to increase education and
awareness of health.
+ If you are a chemistry maj or, you might want to
look into joining the American Chemical Society
+ If you like to promote healthy habits, you might
want to look into j oining Sonor Advertising
Marketing and Public Relations, which promotes
healthy norms concerning alcohol and related
issues.
+ If you like role playing and socializing, you might
want to look into j oining the Role Players' Guild,
which is an organization for members to try out
board and role playing games.
+ If you like organizing or partic ipating in religious
events and/or service events, you might want to
look into joining organizations like the Newman
Catholic Center's or Christian Campus House.
+ If you like playing badminton, you might want to
look into joining the EIU Badminton Club, which
participates in the sport of badminton.
+ If you like entertainment, especially films, you
might want to look into joining the Film Club, which
discusses and analyzes movies for entertainment
purposes.
+ If you like singing, you might want to look into
j o ining the Holler Association, which is a karaoke
club.
+ If you like juggling, you might want to look into
j o ining the Dead Jugglers Society, which promotes
the art of j uggling.
+ If you like the Republican National Party, you
might want to look into joining the College
Republicans, an organization devoted to stimulate
the thinking and the ideals of the Republican
National Party.

Above: Sigma Phi Epsilon members partici pate In a game of tug of
war during Gr eek Week last A pril.
Right Jessica Galloway, a senior
communi cation disorders and sciences major, and Mia Wolf, a sophomor e health studies maj or, hand
out flavored condoms at an RSO
ev ent.

Students exit Tho mas Hall as part of the Martin Luther King vig il t hat w as
organized by the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity.
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Grand jury hears sniper case against teenager
FAIRFAX, Va. (AP) - A grand
j ury heard evidence in the possible
death penalty murder case against
teenage sniper suspect Lee Boyd
Malvo.
Prosecutor Robert F. Horan on
Thesday sought a capital murder
indictment against the 17-year-old
in the Oct. 14 slaying of FBI agent
Linda Franklin. A decision by the
grand j ury was expected to be
made public Wednesday.
An indictment would officially
mark the transfer of Malvo's case
to adult court.
A j uvenile j udge's ruling last
week that Malvo could be tried as
an adult - making him eligible for
the death penalty if convicted of
capital murder - sent the case to
the grand j ury.
Malvo
and
John
Allen
Muhammad, 42, are accused of
shooting 18 people, killing 13 and
wounding five, in Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana, Maryland,
Virginia and Washington, D.C.
They are being tried first in
Virginia because its laws allow the
best opportunities for the death
penalty.
Horan had said he would seek
capital murder indictments under
two statutes: one prohibiting the
killing of more than one person in a
three-year period, and an anti-terrorism law.
Also Thesday, a judge dismissed
efforts by Malvo's guardian to

obtain pollee AROUND THE NATION
documents
about
the
deadly shooting spree.
T
h
e
guard i an ,
Todd Petit, argued that a provision
in juvenile law gave him the right
to seek a wide range of records
from police and other agencies
that had documents about Malvo.
Prosecutors from Fairfax,
Prince William and Hanover counties - all hit by sniper attacks contended the information was
being sought prematurely before
the trial.
Earlier this month, a Fairfax
juvenile court j udge agreed with
the county attorneys, and Petit
appealed.
Muhammad is scheduled to go
on trial in October in neighboring
Prince William County for the s laying of Dean Meyers at a Manassas
gasoline station.
L __ _ _ _ ___,

Fraternity brawl in San
.Jose, Cal it, leaves one
dead, others irJ)ured
SAN JOSE, Calif. (AP) - An
early morning brawl involving fraternity members armed with
sticks and knives left one man
dead and several others injured
Wednesday.

The large group from San Jose
State University's Pi Alpha Phi and
Lambda Phi Epsilon fraternities
gathered about midnight at a suburban park. Pi Alpha Phi members
from the University of California,
Santa Cruz, also participated,
police said. A neighbor reported
the fight.
"They could hear somebody
screaming 'Somebody's been
stabbed! "' said Sgt. Steve Dixon, a
police spokesman.
Four people were stabbed,
including a 23-year-old man who
later died at a hospital. The altercation apparently grew from a disagreement at a pool hall on
Monday and the groups agreed to
meet in the park to settle things,
Dixon said.
More than 60 of the fighting fraternity members and other witnesses remained at police headquarters Wednesday for questioning.
There were no immediate
arrests.
"A lot of questioning to do today
to really try to piece together what
happened.
"Who took part in this? What did
they see? What did they do?" Dixon
said.
Officials at San Jose State,
where the chapter started in 1991,
wouldn't comment on the brawl. In
Santa Cruz, the university is not
aware of previous trouble from the

group, which was set up in 1995,
said Elizabeth Irwin, a campus
spokeswoman.

In tapes, .JFK concerned
about foreign relations,
economy
BOSTON (AP) - In 15 hours of
previously
classified
tapes,
President Kennedy and his advisers are heard pondering the crises
of the day: overseas conflicts, foreign relations and a weakened
economy that could spell trouble
for his re-election hopes.
The new tapes are the second
release of recordings that
Kennedy made in the Oval Office
and the Cabinet Room. The John F.
Kennedy Library and Museum is
in the process of declassifying
some 248 hours of tapes for use by
historians, researchers, scholars
and journalists.
Despite often-poor sound quality, the tapes - 135 hours of which
have been released - provide a
glimpse into what Kennedy was
thinking, and what his advisers
were telling him.
Many of the concerns and
debates Kennedy and his advisers
engaged in over foreign policy and
life at home four decades ago mirror those faced by the Bush administration today.
Among the highlights are con-

versations between Kennedy and
Army Chief of Staff Gen. Earle
Wheeler after his return from
Vietnam. Wheeler advises the U.S.
maintain the current level of support to the South Vietnamese, and
informs the president that "the
Viet Cong are not bleeding in this
war. The South Vietnamese are
bleeding."
In later discussion, an unidentified voice asks a question that the
country would ponder years later:
"How are you going to get out once
you've gotten in?"
Kennedy also is heard lamenting
what he views as softening support by
French President Charles DeGaulle
and other European leaders.
"They put out some pretty
vicious stuff out of Parts every
day," Kennedy says. "They either
attack us for trying to dominate
Europe or they attack us for Withdrawing from Europe or that we
won't use our nuclear force or that
we'll get them into a war and
they're not consulted. •
The practice of recording conversations and meetings in the
White House began in 1940 with
Franklin Roosevelt, who wanted to
ensure he was being accurately
quoted by the media. The practice
ended with Richard Nixon in 1974,
after his own tape recordings
exposed his administration's illegal
and unethical activities against
perceived political enemies.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

S UB LE SS OR S

LO S T AND FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENT S

STILL SMELL THE NEW CONSTRUCTION! 1 BR/ 1 BATH apt. @
117 W. Po lk w/ stove, refrig.
micro, dishwasher, washer/ dryer.
Trash paid. $450/ single. $275
adults.
348-77 46.
ea/2
www.charlestonilapts.com
00
,..3-=-BLO=-c=-K.,..,S--F::-::R:-:0--M--=-EI-,U,@ 2001 S.

BELL RED DOOR APTS . 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. OFFICE 345-1266 OR 3463161 .
_____________;00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS . OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.

2 bedroom townhouse apartment. furnished, trash pick-up
included. 2 blocks from campus.
Call 348-0350

FOUND: Nice calculator in
Buzzard Hall on Friday before
breakcome
to
Student
Publications Desk and tell make
and model and it will be
returned.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _00

12th Street 2 BR apts. to meet your
needs. Fum.@ $435/ single, $50012
adults.
Unfurn.@$395/ single.
$460/ 2 adults. Stove. refrig. micro.
laundry room. Trash paid. 34877 46. www.char1estonilapts.com

Exceptionally economical! 1 BR
apt. w/ loft, Furnished for 1 or 2
persons. $370 for 1, $425 for 2112 of duplex. 1 BL N of O'Brien
Field, Call Jan 345.8350

Roommate needed IMMEDIATELY to share large 2 BR apt. Fully
furnished. $285/mo + cheap utilities w / DSL Internet access.
Contact Steve @ 345.2765
------.,.----1/ 23
1 bedroom in square. Available
NOW. 1 month free. Call 1-847370-1213 to see!
=-::-:------..,.-1/ 24
Sublessor wanted. 4 BR house,
1st st. pay 3 out of 6 months.
$7 50 for 6 months, call
581.6521

Acapulco's #1 Spring Break
Company. Bianchi-Rossi Tours is
"Going Loco" with a " Last
Chance to Dance" special! Book
now and get $100 off our already
low price! Your seat is available
now, but may be gone tomorrow!
Call
now
800-875-4525.
www.ebreaknow.com
_ _ _ _ _ _2/13

00

=-RI:-=G-:-:H:=
T---::B-:-:Y---::0:-:L-::D--:-M' AIN! 820
Lincoln. New 3 BR spacious apt.
w/ stove, refrig. micro. dishwasher. counter bar, cathedral ceiling.
indiv. sink/ vanity in each BR.
Water/trash paid. $300 each per
mo. 348-7746 www.charlestonilapts.com

00

c=-L:-:0::-:S::-::E:-::T:-=0---::S-:-:H-=o-=p~
pi'N G! 1305
18th Street. 2 BR apts w/stove.
refrig, micro, laundry. Will meet
your needs. $395/single. $460/ 2
adults. Trash included. 348-77 46
www.charlestonilapts.com
00

LE=-A-=S-:
IN-=G--=Fo=-R=--=FA.,...L_L_2.003-2004:
1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean, good loc,
trash & parking incl. No pets.
Williams Rentals. 345.7286

::-::-=-:---:-:-:--:-:--:--'0 0

3 BR Apt. New kitchen with d ishwasher, microwave. cent air.
laundry. very nice. No pets.
345.7286

,....,-.,----,----.,----·0 0
2 BR apt. furn/ unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C . No pets.
345.7286

00

G=ET=-=
T::-:H-::-E-:B::-:E:-::S:-=T:---=-BE=::FO RE THE
REST. 2. 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE. NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067

____....,..,..--,--------·0 0
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the comer, 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427

00

"'N1
:-=C:-::E. -:-N:-=E:-:-W.,-LY:-:-:R::-::E::-M-:-:ODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/ PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSUETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022

~~---...,.-----~-00

For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 3481479

_______.oo

=--------------'00

-:---::-:-:-:----:-:---:-'0 0
Available immediately: One bedroom apt. Charleston square.
$350/month. Incl. gas, water. and
trash. Dave 345-6171. 9am-11am.

=------------,--00

WE--=L-L-MAJ-,--N-=
TA..,.I...,.NE::-:0:-.-UN-='FURNISHED
HOMES ON 2ND ST. BETWEEN LINCOLN AND GRANT. NO PETS. 12
MONTH LEASE. 345-3148.
00
FA
=-__L_L_0.,-,3,.-'_...,.3--=-BD=-R=-M-F, U RN .APT.

One bdrm. apts. for Aug '03-'04.
PP&W PROPERTIES- 2 EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE BLOCK
AND 1 112 BLOCKS NORTH OF
OLD MAIN ON 6TH STREET. One
or Two person leases. Central
heat & AC, laundry facility. Trash
service & off street parking included. Perfect for serious students
or couples. 348-8249
_____________;00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
::---:----:------::--'00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
WI D. Available Spring 2003 and
Fall 2003. Excellent locations.
345-7530
00
=-sE=-1-=Ts=-I.,....N-=-G-=-ER=---A-=P-ARTME NTS.
1611 9TH STREET. ONE BLOCK
EAST OF OLD MAIN.
ONE
AVAILABLE
APARTMENT
COMSPRING SEMESTER.
PLETELY FURNISHED. HEAT
AND GARBAGE FURNISHED.
OFF STREET PARKING. CALL
345-7136
=--:--=--------=-'00
Tired of roommates? Single apt.
on the square $325 inc. utilities.
345-2171 9 - 11am days.
_____________;00
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU
WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY.
3
BEDROOM
FURN ISHED
APARTMENT WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW RENT. LOW UTILITY
BILLS AND A LANDLORD THAT
CARES FOR FALL 2003. CALL
345-3664 SEEING IS BELIEVING
10 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS
00
A--V-A--IL-A-::B,..-L-=-E--1-M-MEDIATELY.
REDUCED RATES FOR SECOND
SEMESTER (Jan-J une 2003) 3
AND 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. LOCATED CLOSE TO
CAMPUS ON 9TH STREET. NO
PETS 348-8305
_____________;00
1,2,3, AND 4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR FALL SPRING
2003-2004. 11 MONTH LEASES.
NO PETS 348-8305
_ _ _ _ _ __:00

00

$250 ea. 1521 1ST. NO PETS.
345-5048
=---.,....,.----,--::-::--=-'0 0
FALL 03 '-2BDRM FURN. APT.
$235 ea. 10mo. LEASE. NO
PETS. 345-5048
00

--:--=-=---=---1/ 28
WANTED: Female sublessor for
Spring 2003. Available ASAP.
Very nice, new and furnished
apartment across from Buzzard.
Call Stuart 348 -0157 or 5490223

00

=-su""B~L-::E:-::S:-=s-=o-=-R--=-N=E=E=-D:ED. OWN
BEDROOM. SHARE UTILI TIES.
$275 PER MONTH. CALL 3453148.

FOR S ALE

____________00
FOR SALE: Trek Bmx bike with aluminum frame. Very light, nice
frame. Raced only once. $250 obo,
call 345-9325, Leave a message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/ 24
FOR SALE: 1T Rims and Tires
Chrome asking $650. Can also get
any set of Rims you want from 13"26" and/or tires. (local cel0549-7168
_ _ _ _ _ _ 1/ 29

B0 0 ND0

cK s

LO S T AND FOUND
FOUND: 8-inch women's bracelet
in 9th St. Hall on Dec. 4th-come
to Academic Advising Office to
describe and claim at 21 00 9th St
Hall.

_______,oo

NON S EQUITUR
\~Nt;;

~e.-c.~ -m.~
c.RoG:.Ro~Ob o'F

N\f>--R.R I ~ G.k....

The ladies of Delta Sig ma
Theta wa nt you to come bowl
with the Delta 's. Thursday from
9 -11pm.
,.-----,----,....,------,1' 23
Bi rthday Gags. Bachelorette
Gifts, Adult Nov elties, Mardi
Gras and Luau Stuff NOW IN at
GRAND BALL COSTUMES.
Tues-Fri 12-6p.m .. Sat 10-2
p.m .
- - - - - = - - _1/ 24
Birthday gags. Bachelorette gifts.
Adult novelties, Mardi Grass and
Luau stuff NOW IN at GRAND
BALL COSTUMES! Tues-Fri 12-6,
Sat 10-2

AND I KNOW 'THE E<.ONOMY
IS SOPPOSEO TO liE IIAD AND
EVERYfl.IING. IIOT .•

BY WILEY MILLER

Need money for
clothes?

---------------~1 /31

AC T FAST! SAVE $ $$, LAS T
CHANCE TO BOOK! SPECIA L RATES FOR GROUPS
OF
6 +.
WWW. L EIS URETOURS . COM.
1 .800.838.8203
_ _ _ _ _ _ 2/ 4

BY AARON MCG RUDER

GRANDDAD, I IIEEN 'THINKING.
YOO SPEND A LOT OF TIME
AROUND THE !lOOSE .•

NI;.P P..NO

ANNOUN CEMENT S

Sell your stuff in the Daily
Eastern News and make
money!
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WRESTLING

Division 1-AA opponent gives Eastern needed rest
By Matthew Stevens
SPORTS REPORTER

Eastern's wrestling squad has
come upon the perfect time to
compete against lesser competition.
The Panthers travel to play
Division I-AA Southern Illinois at
Edwardsville Friday in hopes of
finally solving the injury bug.
One wrestler that has been consistent is junior Matt Veach. The
Iowa State transfer has compiled
an overall record of 24-9 and is
one of four Panthers who are
undefeated in dual match competition.
In Eastern's dual match at
Indiana, Veach received the
Panthers only majority decision
of the evening in a dissapointing
35-13 loss.

"I think that if we'd had all of
our guys, we would've been a lot
more competitive,• Veach said.
Veach made a decision before
the season started to go to a
weight class from 157 to 164 and
feels like more success has come
from the decision.
"It's been a lot better season
than last years but I haven't felt

like I'm carrying the team yet,"
Veach said "Everything seems a
lot easier now that I've bumped
up in weight. •
Eastern will look to have 197pound Ross Bracey back from
injury and will hope that he can
get back to 100 percent before
the home meet against Missouri
Sunday.
Junior Pat Dowty will likely sit
out Friday but has been practicing and is scheduled to return
against the Tigers.
The Panthers will likely have
to forfeit the heavyweight position because sophomore Pete
Ziminsklis on the shelf.
"If we can get everybody back
by Sunday, I think that we should
do reall well," Veach said
"Because of the forfeit, wrestlers
like Chris Jordan and Brian
Sbertoli will have to step up. •
SIU-Edwardsville will be the
only Division I -AA school that the
Panthers will compete against
this season, but they will look to
build momentum toward the last
two months of the season.
"I don't overlook anybody and I
know nobody on the team will
either," Veach said.

FILE PHOTO

Eastern grapplers travel to Division 1-AA SIU-Edwardsville Friday with hopes of recovering from recent injuries.

TRACK

Panthers host EIU Quadrangular Saturday
By Aaron Seidlitz
STAFF WR ITER

After a large respite that began
before winter break and lasted for
over a month, the men's and
women's track teams have finally
started to find a little regularity in
their schedule. Eastern hosted last
weekend's EIU Mega Meet and will
also host this weekend's EIU
Quadrangular.
Last Saturday, both the men and
the women put in good times
despite the fact that neither team
had run competitvely since Dec. 8.
Nevertheless, the men were able to

beat Illinois-Chicago in good fashion.
The Panthers were led by seniors Jeff Jonaitis and Kyle O'Brien
in the long distance races. Both
performed well for Eastern and
head coach Tom Akers looks forward to what the team is capable of
in the future.
"The team needed to get back
into competition, • Akers said. "We
were able to beat UIC fairly easily
even though the team was sore and
our long distance runners falred
the best."
Plans to make O'Brien even
more versatile are in the works as

Aspecial
section devoted to
informing students
about the companies
participating in
Career Day.

he is training in the 5,000 meters in
addition to his usual race, the 3,000
meter.
But above all, just putting the
team back into motion and not j ust
training is what the Panthers need
the most. The team understands it
needs to shake off the rust from
more than a month off, and the
team is happy to return to competition.
"It is hard to tell where we are at
right now, but it is good to get back
into a routine," Akers said. "We
might be a little thin right now, but
as the season goes along we can see
what areas we improve ln. •

The same can be said for the
women's team, which has had the
same lay-off as the men's team. In
its first meet since winter break, it
was apparent the team was a little
rusty because its times were down
when compared to the first meet
Dec. 8.
"Even though we trained on our
own over the holidays, our times
were not equJvalant to our first
meet,• said head coach Mary
Wallace. "But it was good to get
back into a regular routine and
training schedule."
Even though the times, overall,
were a little worse, the Panthers

Career
Day
Guide

Call for special
Advertising Rates!

Feb 6 2003
I

still put forward some solid indivdual efforts with the two biggest
sparks coming from freshmen
Alicia Harris and Angie Simone.
Harris took first in the 400 meter
while Simone finished second in
the 5,000 meter.
The Panthers are looking forward to their next meet Saturday,
and they are ready to start preparing for this meet.
"The third meet of the season
will be a perfect chance for us to
shine, • said Wallace. "Mentally, we
need to start preparing ourselves
now in order to be our best out
there."

Call
581-2816

Today
For
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SWIMMING

Swimmers riding momentum into Valpo
• Yanneysees increased
effort in victories
By Jason Blasco
STAFF WRITER

The Eastern men's and women's
swim team's second to last meet of
the season will be of great importance.
The Panthers men are coming
off a 130-79 victory against
Millikin, and the Eastern women
will look to ride the momentum
from their 160-49 victory.
"I didn't really see the difference
in their time,• Yanney said. "Where
I saw more of a difference was in
the effort the team is giving.•
Eastern was able to take full
advantage of Millikin's youth and
lack of depth by experimenting
with its swimmers in different positions and distances. However,
going into the meet against
ValparaiSo, the Panthers won't have
the same luxury.
According to Yanney, Valpo
breastroker Mike Hermes and
Sean Conrin will be the swimmers
that will create a challenge strategically.
On the women's s ide, Yanney
anticipates distance swimmer
Britt Nelson in the 500 meter and

Rivalry:

OVC teams battle for
.500 in conference
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"Defenses have focused on
Henry so much that we may have
to make him a decoy early in the
game to open it up for the other
guys,• Samuels said.
The Governors will pose a
problem for the Panthers in the
post with senior center Jan
Thompson expected to still be out
with a shoulder injury.

1000 meter and butterfly swimmer
Katie Urbas to cause problems for
the women's team.
"We swam against (Valpo) earlier
in the year and traditionally they
are a second-half team and I anticipate they are going to be more prepared, • Yanney said. "It is definitely not going be like the Millikin
meet. Everyone is going to be
swimming in their strong events
this week."
Eastern's meet against the
Crusaders takes on increased
importance because it hopes to
have the momentum factor with
the Midwest Classic in Indianapolis
less then a month away.
"This is definitely important for
us to perform well in this upcoming
meet and the meet against St.
Louis, • Yanney said.
The results of the Eastern men's
and women's trip to Millikin was
definitely a momentum builder for
the teams.
The teams' combined to Win a
total of 14 individual swimming
events at Millikin on Jan 17.
Eastern
swimmer
Jordan
Sherbrooke finished the 200 meter
freestyle With a time of two minutes, and lbm Watson won the 200
free with a time of 1:47.74 and the
500 free with a time of 4:56.36. Paul
Yemm finished with a time of 53.54

Samuels said juniors Adrian
Henning and Josh Lewis could
pose a threat to the Panthers in
the interior.
Henning leads the Governors
in scoring with 15.3 points per
game and brings down 5.6 boards
a game. Lewis is second in scoring averaging 11.4 points per
game and leads the team in
rebounding with 6.4.
Eastern will also have a tough
task playing at the Dunn Center
where the Governors are 5-0 this
season.
The game will be broadcasted
live on WHQQ-FM {98.9).

FI LE PHOTO

Eastern swimmers a re coming off convinc ing wins at Millikin, but face tougher tests against Valpara iso this
weekend.
in the men's 100 butterfly, and also
finished second in the 400
Individual medley. Claire Garvey
also won the 400 IM with a time of
4:53.91 and the 500 freestyle at

Sparks:

Sparks a deserving
starter
CONT INUED FROM PAGE 12

four rebounds per game and 2.1
assists per game.

Wunder attributes some of the
team success to Sparks moving into
the starting lineup. So far this season,
the freshman has made eight starts.
"Megan moving into the starting
lineup has helped our team a little
bit, • Wunder said. "She's getting
more confident and is helping us win

University
Union

*Bowling
Lanes

*

Phone

581-7457

5:22.72. Josh Kercheval also won
the 400 IM with a time of 4:19.25
and 100 yard backstroke with a
time of 54.37.
"It is j ust a matter seeing what

kind of effort that we can get out of
them," Yanney said. "Conference
isn't won by yourself- it's won by
coming together and supporting
everybody else."

some ball games. •
Sparks is also fourth on the team in
minutes played this year, averaging
26.3 minutes a game.
The Panthers are thankful for
Sparks's ability to contribute her
freshman year replacing one of their
leading scorers from last season who
graduated. Guard Michelle Lewis
averaged 6.9 points per game while
setting a school record for threepoint shots made in a season {58).
"She's stepped in and been a fairly
consistent scorer for us which is
something we needed in that other
guard position,• Wunder said.
"Michelle was a bit more of a three-

point specialist. Megan's a little bit
more versatile and can score in other
ways."
Sparks says she is getting better as
the season progresses.
"With each practice and each
game I think I'm getting more comfortable both shooting-Wise and getting into the flow of the game,"
Sparks said.
Sparks also said the team is
improving as the season moves on
"We are starting to play better and
I think the team is starting to get
more confident," she said "We are
expecting to win games, not a 20point loss or something worse.·

*

SPRING

*

BowLING LEAGUEs
Mon 9:00 ~.m. Coed 4jler team
~
· ~~r

Wed 4:30 p.m. Peterson Point -Individual*
Thurs 5:00 p.m. Coed Doubles

*

ABC/WIBCSanctioned
Leagues Sta rt Monday Jan 27th
Cost: $4.00 per person

New Equipment with Au1t<O>m~1tffic ~(t<O>riiiMD~

and 18umjprers
Fri and Sat Nights

*

Extreme Cosmic Bowling

Kappa Delta
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Mos t Improve d

Alpha Sigma Tau

*
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*
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THROWING HEAT

I

~~

Matthew Stevens

M Basketball at Austin Peay
W Basketball vs. IPFW
Wrestling at SIU Edwardsville
M Basketball vs. Aurora
Swimming vs. Valparaiso
MIW Track EIU Triangular

7 p.m.
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena

6p.m.
7:10p.m. Lantz Arena
1 p.m.
11 a.m. Lantz Fieldhouse

MEN 'S BA S KETBALL

I

SPORTS REPORTER

Why Wittke

should stay
with Eastern
All together now, "woo pig
suey!"
It's been confirmed that
Eastern offensive coordinator
Roy Wittke Is a ftnallst for the
quarterbacks coach at the
University of Arkansas.
After Winning the 2003
National Assistant Coach of the
Year award, congratulations Is In
the form of getting consideration from a I-A program and a
Southeastern Conference school
nonetheless.
However, this would be an
extremely horrible career move
on Wittke's part for several reasons.
No. 1 - It's a well-known fact
that being the quarterback's
coach at a school like Arkansas
Is equivalent to being the world's
tallest midget.
Arkansas sophomore starter
Matt Jones threw an average of
15 passes per game and threw
under 100 yards five times last
season. Not exactly, a high-powered offense.
In fact, In the 2002 Cotton
Bowl, the Razorbacks passed for
a grand total of 13 yards against
Oklahoma.
Razorback head coach
Houston Nutt stated that he will
try to open up the offense next
season, but that doesn't mean
Arkansas fans will be treated to
the Fun and Gun.
lbny Romo with little exception threw for at least the century mark In a game where he
completed a pass and Panther
fans have seen him go 75 yards
In 43 seconds.
Wittke should stay at Eastern
and continue to lead one of the
best offenses In I-AA football
and have his reputation continue
to grow.
No. 2 - Roy Wittke currently
recruits high school prospects In
the Wisconsin, Chicago and east
central Illinois areas. Wittke has
grown up near those areas and
knows them incredibly well and
would be completely out of place
In the deep south. It could take
him at least a year to develop a
relationship With high school
coaches In the state of Arkansas.
No. 3 - Arkansas won the SEC
West division last season,
received a berth In the SEC
Championship game and played
In the Motor City Bowl last season 111ese facts mean fans In
Fayetteville are going to expect
more of the Razorbacks next
season and won't be able to give
Wittke the adjustment time he
will need.
If Wittke does receive the
position, he will have to worry
about Jones' arm Injury that will
keep him from playing basketball
Finally, the mast selfish reason of all; Who will the Panthers
replace head coach Bob Spoo
With?
The only thing Wittke doesn't
coach Is the offensive line and
that means his fingerprints are
on the entire offense.
Therefore, I fear Eastern may
struggle With the combination of
a young quarterback (Ben Klng)
and a new coordinator.
So, Roy please don't go anywhere soon.

A 'flavorful' conference rivalry
• Eastern travels to Austin Peay
for pivotal OVC matchup
By Matt Williams
ASSOC I ATE SPORTS ED I TOR

After a brief stay In Lantz Arena, the Eastern
men's basketball team is back on the road.
The Panthers {6-10, 2-3) make a trip to
Clarksville, Tenn., to face the Austin Peay
Governors 7:00 p.m. Thursday for a critical
Ohio Valley Conference game. The winner
moves to .500 In conference play, while the
loser faces an uphill climb In the OVC race.
The rivalry between the Panthers and
Governors {8-6, 1-2) has been Intense with eight
of the last nine games ending with four points
margins. Both coaches expect this game to be
no different from previous confrontations
between the teams.
"Frankly, the rivalry with Austin Peay has
been flavorful,• Eastern head coach Rick
Samuels said. "I anticipate another game of that
caliber."
Eastern Is hoping to ride the momentum It
created with a 68-60 come-from-behind victory
over Tennessee-Martin Saturday at Lantz
Arena. Samuels thinks the team will be back to
form after Its recent shooting problems.
"We are struggling because we aren't shootIng the ball well right now,• Samuels said. "That
has been hurting us In all facets of the game. We
gave them two days off this week so having
fresh legs will hopefully help our shot. •
Austin Peay head coach Dave Loas said he Is
concerned with Eastern's ability to hit open
jump shots. He looks past the obvious production from senior guard Henry Domercant.
"Henry is a big concern for us, • Loos said. "It
seems like he has been there forever, but that Is
not our only concern. •
Loos said the Governors will need to respect
senior guard J .R. Reynold's long-range shooting
as well. Reynolds has a 42 percent average
from three-point range this season for the
Panthers.
Samuels expects Austin Peay to play
Domercant agresslvely, forcing the offense to
find other options.
COLIN MCCAULI FFE / PHOTO ED I TOR
SEE RIVA LRY
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WOMEN 'S

Senior guard J.R. Reynolds fights for a rebound against Tennessee-Martin Saturday at Lantz Arena.

BA S KETBALL

Sparks receives
OVC Freshman of
the Week honors
By Matt Meinheit
SPORTS ED I TOR

Eastern freshman guard Megan
Sparks was named Ohio Valley
Conference 'Freshman of the
Week' Thesday for the second time
this season.
Sparks had previously received
the honor for her performance
during the week of Dec. 17.
Sparks ' s
strong rookie
year has been
one of the few
bright spots
for
the
Panthers who
are
without
preseason
First
Team
OVC selection
Megan Sparks
Pam O'Connor,
and suffered a
nine game losing streak.
"You don't really know when you
have a freshman coming how they
are going to adjust to a different
level of competition coming out of
high school,• Eastern head coach
Linda Wunder said. "Megan Is one
of those players that has adjusted
quickly to the collegiate game."
This past week, Sparks helped
the Panthers {3-12, 2-3) break a
nine game lasing streak In an 81-70

win against Tennessee-Martin last
Saturday. Sparks scored 12 points
against the Skyhawks and made 50
percent of her field goals In the
game, including 2-of-4 from threepoint range. Sparks was the only
Eastern player to make a threepointer In the game.
Sparks helped the Panthers win
back-to-back games for the first
time since last spring, when the
Panthers defeated Murray State
and Tennessee-Martin In consecutive games.
Sparks tied for a team-high 14
points with j unior guard Lauren
Dailey In a low-scoring affair
against Murray State Monday. The
Panthers held on to win the game
52-47 thanks to a pair of crucial
free throws by Sparks In the closIng seconds of the game.
In the last two games, Sparks
averaged 35 minutes a game and
made over 42 percent of her field
goals. She also made 7-of-8 from
the free throw line.
Sparks's stats have Improved as
the season has progressed. In
Eastern's five conference games,
Sparks Is averaging 12.6 points per
game, 5.8 rebounds per game and
2.2 assists compared to her regular
season stats of9.5 points per game,
SEE SPARKS
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Mcduffie raises
$400,000 to go
toward turf
• Proposal still needs
approval from BOT
By Matt Meinheit
SPORT EDITOR

The Eastern athletic department Is getting closer to Its goal
of Installing an artificial playing
surface In O'Brien Stadium.
Director of Athletics Rich
McDuffie said private fundraislng efforts for the project are
going well.
"We are just about at
$400,000,• McDuffie said. "We
are still a couple hundred thousand short of our goal, so we
have some asks left. •
The athletic department originally estimated the project's cost
between $500,000 and $700,000.
McDuffie also expects to
receive grant money from the
state of Illinois for using recycled materials for the project.
Eastern received a similar grant
when It Installed a nine-lane allweather track at O'Brien In the
fall of 2001. The project cost
$400,000.
"We anticipate that we will
receive the Illinois state recycling grant, so we anticipate that
we will have sufficient funds to
do the project," McDuffie said.
McDuffie began his campaign

to fund the turf last fall after he
announced Interest In Installing
an artificial surface In O'Brien In
September.
The athletic department will
present a proposal to the university at the Board of Trustees
meeting Monday. The BOT will
have
the
option
to
approve
or
reject the proposal,
but
McDuff i e
believes It will
pass.
"We will not
be using any
appropriated R .IC h McDuffie
dollars and we
will not be
using any student funds,"
McDuffie said. "It would
Improve the facility that needs
Improvement at no cost to the
university.·
The proposal to the BOT will
not have a specific company that
the athletic department will purchase the artificial surface from
because one has not bee n selected .
McDuffie said the decision of
what company Eastern will
select Is contingent on the
approval of the proposal by the
BOT.

